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Abstract 
Radiation therapy involves the use of ionising radiation for cancer treatment 
with the aim of improving prognosis by specifically targeting tumours whilst sparing 
adjacent healthy tissues. The rapid progress in radiation therapy technologies places 
a high demand for sophisticated dosimetry methods for checking and measuring the 
dose distribution. Existing dosimetry methods involve using point dosimeters (ion 
chambers, TLD`s) and two-dimensional dosimetry (EPID images), however there is 
a need to measure the radiation dose in all three dimensions, leading to the 
development of gel dosimeters as a verification tool. 
Gel dosimetry offers several advancements in dose verification; gives a three-
dimensional view of the distributed dose with the advantage of being tissue or water 
equivalent. Gel dosimeters consist of radiation sensitive materials infused in a 3D gel 
matrix; following irradiation, the physical properties of the radiosensitive materials 
undergo a change which can be measured using various medical imaging equipment, 
making three-dimensional dose information available. Traditionally, 3D gel readout 
has been performed using either optical computed tomography, magnetic resonance 
imaging or X-ray computed tomography. All these mentioned evaluation techniques 
suffer from some limitations and still there is a need to have a dosimetry technique 
that is capable of producing 3D dose maps of distributed dose within the polymer 
gel; however, this technique should be cost effective, easy to use and available in the 
clinical environment. Recently, the potential of ultrasound for polymer gel dosimeter 
assessment has been shown through measurement of acoustic parameters of 
ultrasound time of flight and ultrasound attenuation. In order to use ultrasound 
quantitatively for gel evaluation and characterisation a transmission computed 
tomography system needs to be developed.  
This work mainly concentrates on the development and validation of a new 
ultrasound transmission computed tomography system and investigating the 
capability of the system to image radiation induced changes in polymer gel 
dosimeters. Thus, an ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) system was 
developed with the aim of evaluating dose distribution in a polymer gel dosimeter. 
The system is comprised of two identical 128-element phased array transducers co-
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axially aligned on an appropriate frame and submerged in a water tank. Subsequent 
rotational and translational movement of the object between the transducers is 
performed using a programmed robotic arm. Cross-sectional images of the object 
were reconstructed from the transmission data received, when the object was 
sonicated by ultrasound waves from different directions.  The system was optimised 
several times by using various transducer holders, sample holders and modifying 
sample rotation. The spatial resolution of the system was also determined through 
employing two different methods, the Rayleigh Criterion and the modulation transfer 
function (MTF) and was calculated to be 2 mm. The capability of the system for 
polymer gel dosimeters evaluation was examined through a comprehensive 
investigation of dose responses of PAGAT type polymer gel; measuring ultrasonic 
parameters of time of flight, attenuation and broadband ultrasound attenuation. The 











 were calculated to be the 
ultrasound attenuation coefficient and ultrasound speed for PAGAT gel respectively. 
This sensitivity of ultrasonic parameters to dose, shows the potential of the system to 
evaluate polymer gels. The trend in results was in agreement with previously 
published data.  
In addition to evaluating the applicability of both ultrasound attenuation and 
ultrasound time of flight for incorporation into a computed tomography system, the 
potential of broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA) was also investigated. This is 
the first time that BUA measurements have been used to evaluate absorbed dose in a 
polymer gel dosimeter. The results proved the concept of BUA measurement for gel 
characterisation. 
The potential use of the system to evaluate dose distribution within a number 
of PAGAT gel samples irradiated to various radiation fields, were investigated. The 
results demonstrated the capability of the system to identify regions that have been 
irradiated by a simple irradiation field, such as a simple square field, however in 
order to be employed in verifying complex dose distribution, this technique is 
unlikely to be a useful one. Further work regarding image analysis to reduce 
reconstruction and refraction artefacts is required.  
The performance of the novel ultrasound CT technique against the current 
modality of optical CT imaging was also investigated. A comparison of results for 
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the two imaging modalities showed a similarity in trends for ultrasound attenuation 
and optical attenuation against dose for doses below 12 Gy. However, for higher 
doses, a dose sensitivity could only be determined for the ultrasound CT method; this 
demonstrates the potential of ultrasound CT to verify a wider range of doses. 
. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Radiotherapy involves the use of ionising radiation to treat cancer. The aim of 
external beam radiotherapy is to deliver a high curative or palliative dose of ionising 
radiation only to the tumour area while sparing adjacent healthy tissue [1]. 
Verification of the patient’s position in radiotherapy is necessary to ensure that these 
aims are met [2]. Current treatments such as intensity-modulated-radiotherapy 
(IMRT) [3-5] and stereotactic radio-surgery (SRS) are designed to improve the 
accuracy of dose delivery to the patient. To check the accuracy and precision of dose 
delivery, particularly for complex treatment planning, a sophisticated dosimetry 
system is required. Available techniques to verify the delivered dose for treatment 
purposes include using an ion chamber [6], thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) 
[1] and radiochromic films [7, 8]. However, these methods can only measure the 
dose at one single point (ion chamber) or two dimensions (radiochromic film). 
Although the dose distribution within the phantom can be replicated by combining a 
set of one dimensional and two dimensional dosimeters, they exhibit poor resolution 
and cannot provide full 3D information of the distributed dose within the phantom 
[9, 10]. Therefore, a dosimetry technique which can verify and measure the dose 
accurately in three dimensions is required.  
Radio-sensitive gels are capable of providing information on three-dimensional 
dose distributions. They consist of radiation sensitive materials infused in a 3D gel 
matrix. Following irradiation the physical properties of gel undergo a change which 
can be measured using various medical imaging modalities. Traditionally magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) [11-13], optical computed tomography [14] and x-ray 
computed tomography [15, 16] systems have been mainly used as for gel readout 
purposes. Each of these techniques suffers from limitations which will be discussed 
later.  
The main objectives of this research can be summarised to be: 1) develop and 
validate an alternative quantitative imaging modality of ultrasound computed 
tomography to evaluate a 3D gel dosimeter; 2) quantitative assessment of a polymer 
gel dosimeter i.e. dose response verification of ultrasonic parameters including 
attenuation, velocity and broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA); and 3) evaluate 
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the performance of ultrasound CT versus available optical CT in dose response 
verification.   
Following this introduction, a literature review and background to the research, 
along with the description of research problems, are presented in Chapter 2. This 
includes a historical overview of gel dosimetry development along with different 
imaging techniques, available to evaluate irradiated gels.  
To commence the use of ultrasound computed tomography for gel dosimeter 
evaluation, a number of fundamental investigations on polymer gels (PAGAT) were 
undertaken. These include investigation of the pre-irradiation temporal stability of 
PAGAT gel dosimeters and also investigation of dose response of recycled PAGAT 
gel dosimeter. These are described in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 provides an extensive explanation of the development of the 
ultrasound computed tomography system including, image acquisitions, system 
optimisation, method validation and system’s spatial resolution assessment. 
An investigation of dose-response verification of PAGAT type polymer gel 
(including ultrasound attenuation and time of flight measurements) is described in 
Chapter 5. A preliminary evaluation of the USCT versus Optical CT is described 
also.  
Quantitative assessment of PAGAT polymer gel dosimeters is extended further 
by measuring the frequency dependent attenuation, termed BUA (broadband 
ultrasound attenuation), performed over a wide range of ultrasound frequencies. 
BUA measurement procedures along with results taken for a PAGAT gel over a 
range of radiation doses are provided in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 7 provides an investigation on the validation of the USCT technique 
utilising conventional radiation oncology field sizes and shapes.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1  RADIATION THERAPY  
Cancer is a significant health care problem throughout the world. The most 
commonly used methods to treat cancer are surgery, chemotherapy and radiation 
therapy. Radiation therapy involves the use of ionising radiation to treat cancer. 
Cancerous cells or tumours are targeted and destroyed by direct damage to the DNA 
[17]. Radiation therapy techniques have experienced many advances over recent 
decades [18]. 3D conformal radiation therapy techniques, such as IMRT and Rapid-
Arc therapy techniques [3, 4, 18], have been designed to improve the outcome of 
radiation therapy treatment through providing further local control of the tumour.  
2.2 RADIATION DOSIMETRY  
The advent of advanced radiation therapy techniques have enabled the target 
volume to be defined resulting in improved methods of dose delivery; however, to 
check the accuracy and precision of the dose distribution (particularly for complex 
treatment planning) and to ensure that the high dose is delivered just to the tumour, a 
sophisticated dosimetry system is required [1, 2]. Such a dosimeter needs to be tissue 
equivalent, therefore it’s response (absorbing or scattering) to a given radiation 
simulates the human body undertaking radiation therapy. Furthermore, these 
dosimeters need to measure the dose with a high level of accuracy with a high spatial 
resolution. It also has to be able to measure the dose delivered from various 
directions and provide dose information in 3D.  
Current available dose verification techniques for treatment purposes include 
using an ion chamber [6], thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLDs) [1], diode arrays 
[19], radiographic film dosimeters [7, 8], and electronic portal imaging devices 
(EPIDs) [1]. These dosimeters have the capability of verifying simple dose 
distributions, although their application to dose verification for complex treatment 
plans is limited. As an example, ion chambers can only provide a point-based 
measurement of dose distributions, with insufficient spatial resolution. Film 
dosimeters provide dose distribution measurement with good spatial resolution in 
2D, based on optical density changes of the film related to the absorbed dose. 
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However, film dosimeters exhibit features such as non-tissue equivalence, are 
inherently 2D in nature (not 3D); thereby making their application in dosimetry 
complicated [2]. Although the 3D dose distribution within the phantom can be 
measured by spatial arrangement and combining a set of 1D and 2D dosimeters, the 
results provided exhibit poor spatial resolution and cannot provide full 3D 
information of the distributed dose within the phantom [9, 10]. To verify complex 
radiotherapy treatment plans, a new tissue-equivalent dosimeter enabling the 
measuring of a distributed dose in 3D with a high spatial resolution is required. Gel 
dosimeters can potentially fulfil these requirements.   
2.3 GEL DOSIMETRY 
Gel dosimeters, in general, consist of gels infused with radiosensitive 
materials. Following irradiation, the physical properties of these radiosensitive 
materials undergo changes that are related to the received radiation dose. With the 
aid of 3D imaging modalities, these changes can be measured, mapped and 
quantified. The following section provides a brief history of gel dosimeter 
development. 
 The use of radiosensitive gel for radiation dosimetry purposes was first 
introduced by Day et al. and dates back to the 1950s, when radiation-induced colour 
changes in dyes were observed [20-22]. In order to have a gel dosimeter providing 
information on a spatially distributed dose, a gelling agent (e.g., gelatine/agarose) 
was added to a radiosensitive chemical to maintain the stability of the radiation dose 
induced changes. Recent years have seen the development of gel dosimetry for 
radiotherapy purposes and several different formulations of gel dosimeters have been 
investigated.  
2.3.1 Ferrous Sulphate gel (Fricke gel) dosimeter 
The use of ferrous sulphate gel dosimeters (Fricke gel) [23] for dose 
verification in radiotherapy treatments was first suggested by Gore et al. [24]. This 
type of gel was manufactured based on adding ferrous ions (Fe
2+
) into the gel matrix 
[23]. Following irradiation, these ferrous ions (Fe
2+
) are oxidated and converted to 
ferric ions (Fe
3+
), hence the corresponding paramagnetic properties of the solution 
change. Since the changes in the magnetic properties of the gel (including NMR 
spin-spin relaxation rate, R2 and spin-lattice relaxation rate, R1 ) are proportional to 
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the amount of Fe
3+
 produced post irradiation [24], these can be quantified using 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [24-27]. As an alternative to MRI, optical 
tomography of Fricke gel dosimeter has also been investigated [28, 29]. Although 
this was a very significant gel dosimetry development, there were two main failures 
arising from the use of Fricke gel dosimeters. One drawback associated with the 
dosimeter is the diffusion of ferric ions through the gel matrix after irradiation [30]. 
To prohibit the degradation of dosimetric information and spatial resolution, imaging 
must be performed within a few hours post-irradiation. Further, in order to observe 
radiation induced changes by MRI, a high dose of the order of 10-40 Gy is required. 
[22, 30-34]. The diffusion problem can be somewhat reduced by replacing gelatine 
with various gelling agents such as agarose, sephadex and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 
that are less permeable to the ferric ions [32, 35]. However, the imaging must still be 
performed quite soon after irradiation [36, 37]. 
2.3.2 Hypoxic (anoxic) polymer gel dosimeters 
The diffusion problem exhibited by Fricke gels has been overcome by 
replacing Fricke solution with acrylic monomers [11]. The advent of using polymer 
gel dosimeters in radiation dosimetry came when the effects of ionising radiation on 
polymethylmethacrylate were investigated by Alexander et al. [37, 38]. Polymer gel 
dosimeters are fabricated from hydrogels (gelatine gel type) with monomers 
dissolved. Following irradiation, free radicals resulting from the radiolysis of water 
in the gel matrix initiate a cross-linking process in the monomers and a subsequent 
polymerisation occurs [11]. The amount of polymer formed is proportional to the 
absorbed dose. Depending on the type of monomer used in the gel formulation, a 
range of various types of polymer gel have been developed.  
In 1993, Maryanski et al. investigated a new polymer type gel dosimeter that 
consists of aqueous agarose gel infused with acrylamide monomer and cross linker 
agent N,N’ –methylene-bis-acrylamide (BIS) monomers [11]. This gel was named 
BANANA, an acronym of the chemicals used in its formulation: ‘bis, acrylamide, 
nitrous oxide and agarose’ [11, 37]. Acrylamide (AA) and N, N, –methilene-
bisacrylamide monomers are polymerised on irradiation from radioanalysis of the 
water. BANANA gel did not suffer from the diffusion problem associated with 
Fricke gels; however, the presence of free oxygen inhibits the polymerisation 
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process. As a result, the gel manufacture process has to be performed in an oxygen-
free environment, under a glove box pumped with nitrogen gas [37, 39, 40].  
A new formulation of polymer gel was introduced by replacing agarose with 
gelatine, termed PAG (Polyacrylamide gelatine), consists of bis, acrylamide, nitrogen 
and aqueous gelatine [12, 37, 41]. In this tissue equivalent type of polymer gel, 
infused nitrogen helps to dissolve the existing oxygen in the gel matrix which 
inhibits polymerisation. This change in the gel formulation was a significant 
development in polymer gel dosimetry and its formula was patented and 
commercialised with the name of BANG (bisacrylamide nitrogen and gelatine). As 
these types of gel were required to be made in an oxygen-free environment, they 
were categorised as hypoxic polymer gels.  
2.3.3 Normoxic polymer gel dosimeters  
Polymer gel dosimetery manufacture has been advanced significantly by the 
introduction of new kinds of polymer gels, categorised as normoxic type polymer 
gels, since these may be manufactured under normal atmospheric conditions. This 
group of polymer gels have been manufactured based on the addition of an anti-
oxidant as an oxygen scavenger to the gel matrix. The oxygen scavenger binds to the 
oxygen in the gel matrix and therefore prevents it from binding to free radicals in the 
gel. This occurrence, thereby inhibiting the polymerisation process, which is the 
fundamental response in polymer gel dosimetry.    
The first normoxic polymer gel, MAGIC, was manufactured using methacrylic, 
ascorbic acid, hydroquinone, gelatine and copper(II) sulphate [42]. Here, ascorbic 
acid plays the role of oxygen scavenger and binds the oxygen within the gel into a 
metallo-organic complex. Once the oxygen is bound, it is prevented from the binding 
the free radicals and therefore inhibiting the polymerisation response which is 
required for polymer gel dosimetry [26, 37, 42-45]. Subsequently, various polymer 
gel formulations, based on using different anti-oxidants, were investigated. As an 
example, Tetrakis hydroxymethyl phosphonium chloride (THPC) was added into 
polyacryamide gelatine gel (as an oxygen scavenger), producing PAGAT gel [46, 
47]. MAGAS [45, 48], MAGAT [49-51], nMAG [52], PAGAS [45], and nPAG [52] 
are different formulations investigated for normoxic polymer gel dosimeters. More 
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details on the above gels’ formulations and manufacturing protocols are found in  
Senden et al. [53].    
2.4 QUANTITATIVE IMAGING OF RADIATION DOSIMETRY GEL 
After gel dosimeters are irradiated, they need to be imaged in order to measure 
and map the dose distributed throughout the gel. Based on the physical changes that 
have occurred in the irradiated gel dosimeters, different imaging modalities: MRI 
[12], optical CT [24], X-ray CT [15, 16] and ultrasound [54], can be utilised to 
extract dose information from these 3D dosimeters. Among these modalities, MRI 
and optical CT are the two most widely used imaging techniques. The following 
section will describe the capabilities of all four methods in conjunction with the 
existing disadvantages of each. 
2.4.1 MRI evaluation of polymer gels 
The initial study of dose-related changes in the magnetic properties of 
particular materials following irradiation dates back to 1984, when Gore et al. 
investigated the effect of ionising radiation on spin-lattice relaxation rate (R1) and 
spin-spin relaxation rate (R2) changes of Ferrous ions (Fe
2+
) in conversion to ferric 
ions (Fe
3+
) [24]. Accordingly, MRI was suggested to image these changes. Following 
the advent of polymer gel dosimeters, the feasibility of MRI to evaluate dose 
distribution within polymer gels was investigated through several studies [11-13, 40, 
51, 55-57]. When polymer gels are irradiated, polymerisation takes place due to 
monomers cross-linking within the gels. Once monomers are converted to polymers, 
the mobility of the polymers neighbouring the water protons changes and the NMR 
relaxation times (T1 & T2) decrease. The corresponding changes in spin-spin 
relaxation rate (R2), [11] and spin-lattice relaxation rate (R1) [11] of polymer gels 
can be quantified using MRI technique [11-13, 40, 51, 55-57]. Subsequently, it was 
shown that the dose related changes of  R2 are much more pronounced than that for 
R1, therefore, it is more common to measure R2 in polymer gel dosimeter 
assessment [57]. To date, many authors have reported using polymer gel as a dose 
verification tool, and subsequently scanning it by MRI. Results have demonstrated a 
good agreement between the prescribed dose and the spatially distributed dose within 
the gel [51, 58].  
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Although MRI is known as a well-accepted method for gel dosimeter 
evaluation, this technique is limited by technical complications. One problem arises 
from the fact that the NMR relaxation rate is susceptible to temperature changes 
during the scan, so the temperature inhomogeneities of the dosimeter during 
scanning might affect the accuracy of dose distributions measured by MRI [59]. 
Further, magnetic field inhomogeneities and magnetic field gradient inhomogeneities 
can affect assessment of the spatial accuracy of dose distribution [60-62]. 
Additionally, MRI is an expensive technology to use and limited access to MRI 
facilities in some radiation oncology departments makes this technique difficult for 
gel dosimetry purposes.  
2.4.2 Optical CT evaluation of polymer gels 
An alternative method for quantitative evaluation of dose distribution is optical 
computed tomography [63-70]. This technique is similar to X-ray CT in principle 
but, instead of an X-ray beam, a monochromatic visible light beam is sent through 
the gel and attenuation of the beam [14] is measured by a light sensitive photo-diode 
[14]. Generally, polymer gels are transparent before exposure to ionising radiation 
but they become increasingly opaque following irradiation [64]. This occurs due to 
the creation of light-scattering micro-particles as a result of radiation-induced 
polymerisation of acrylic monomers dispersed in the gel [71]. The degree of opacity 
depends on the number of micro-particles produced and hence the delivered dose. 
Optical CT imaging of polymer gel dosimeters was first introduced by Gore et 
al. and Maryanski et al. [63, 64], and was investigated further by Oldham et al. [65, 
72]. The first generation of optical CT system consisted of a 623 nm He-Ne laser 
beam and a photodiode mounted on a moveable gantry [63]. The source and detector 
scan across the sample while the sample is rotated using a stepper-motor. A 
schematic diagram of the first generation of laser optical CT scanner is illustrated in 
Figure 2.1 [63]. The laser beam is attenuated by the sample as it passes through, as 
detected by the photodiode. This technique is called “first generation optical CT”, as 
its operation is similar to the first generation of X-ray CT scanners. A projection is 
acquired, as the laser and photodiode step across the sample. This procedure is 
repeated as the sample is rotated thereby, creating projection data at different angles. 
In this way, the image (optical attenuation map as a function of spatial distribution) 
of one slice within the sample can be reconstructed using the projection data and an 
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appropriate reconstruction algorithm such as the filtered back projection algorithm 
[10]. By translational movement of the laser beam over the height of the phantom, an 
image of multiple slices can be reconstructed and hence a full 3D image of the 




Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the first generation of optical-CT scanner.(a) A laser is projected 
through the sample and the attenuated beam i detected by a photodiode;  the source and detector move 




In a further development of the first generation of optical scanner the moving 
laser was replaced with a rotating mirror, which scans the laser across the sample. A 
lens on the other side of the sample is used to focus the transmitted laser beam onto 
the photodiode detector. Figure 2.2 demonstrates a schematic diagram of the 
prototype system. As the reflection and refraction phenomena occurring at the 
interfaces of materials differ with refractive indices, the gel phantom must be 
immersed in a medium with a refractive index matching that of the gel. In the 
absence of a matching medium, the gel acts as a converging cylindrical lens. The 
main disadvantage of the first generation of optical CT is the low speed of scanning 
[10]. 









As a faster alternative to the first generation of optical CT, parallel- [68, 73-75] 
and cone-beam optical CT geometries have been investigated [76-78]. In this design, 
the laser beam and the correlated mirror are replaced by a monochromatic light 
source and the photodiode detector is replaced by a charge coupled device (CCD) 
camera. The CCD camera (Figure 2.3) converts optical brightness into electrical 
amplitude signals, allowing the user to acquire a whole 2D projection in one run, 
compared with the laser system, which acquires data using a point by point method 
(first generation of optical CT) [66]. 
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(a)     
 
                                      
 
 (b) Figure 2.3: Two classes of CCD scanner have been developed for the gel dosimetry: scanner 
based on the cone beam geometry and scanner based on the parallel beam geometry (a) cone-beam 
CCD configuration [10]; (b) parallel-beam CCD configuration [73]. 
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A novel type of optical CT scanner, called a Fast Laser Scanner, uses the 
advantages of a single-beam laser scanner and the low scan time of a CCD camera. 
In this new design, a rotating mirror is used to reflect the laser beam on the sample 




Figure 2.4: Top-view schematic diagram of the fast optical CT scanner. [69]. 
 
 
The Fast Laser Scanner is capable of: 1) providing a map of optical density 
distribution within the sample more quickly; 2) improving the signal to noise ratio; 
and 3) increasing the spatial resolution [68]. In this type of scanner, similar to the 
first generation of optical CT, a fast single laser beam passes and scans across the 
entire width of the gel sample, and a 2D projection is generated in the same way as 
for cone-beam optical CT. By rotating the sample, the next projection can be 
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acquired; a 3D image then can be reconstructed from these projections. This method 
is comprehensively investigated and described by Krstajic et al. [68].  
Although optical CT techniques are not limited by features such as availability 
and cost issues, there are a few technical problems that limit its application. One of 
these is accurate attenuation measurement of the laser beam at higher doses. Previous 
investigations have shown that this technique is reliable for measuring the optical 
changes in the irradiated gel in the 0-10 Gy dose range. Beyond this threshold, no 
further changes in laser beam attenuation are measured with increasing dose. 
Another drawback of this technique is the restriction in the size of the imaged 
phantom; the laser beam may be highly attenuated when it passes through large 
samples creating a signal to noise limitations. Moreover, refraction and reflection of 
the beam, which take place at the edges of the container, will cause signal loss and 
hence image degradation [79].  
 
2.4.3 X-ray CT evaluation of polymer gels 
Another alternative imaging technique for attaining quantitative measurements 
of irradiated gel dosimeters is X-ray CT [15, 16, 80-85]. The feasibility of this 
technique as an established promising technique for gel dosimeter evaluation has 
been investigated through several studies [15, 81, 86]. The polymer gel’s ability to be 
imaged by X-ray CT arises from density changes upon irradiation. Changes in 
density, thereby affect the linear attenuation coefficients of the gels, and hence H unit 
(Housefield) numbers eventually resulting in observed dose dependent contrast in the 
reconstructed CT images [16, 47, 81, 83, 86, 87]. In separate studies by Trapp et al. 
and Brindha et al., it was seen that the density increase in gel is related to a decrease 
in gel volume, mainly due to changes in electron density resulting from the exclusion 
of water in polymer chains [47, 83, 88]. Several studies have been completed to 
investigate and enhance the CT dose response of various types of gels [83, 84, 87-
91]. For instance, in an investigation into PAG-type gel by Trapp et al., the dose 
sensitivity of relative mass density (compared with water) in the order of 1.035 ± 




was reported [16], which causes an increase in Housefield unit 
by 1 per Gray [16, 26]. While the acquired CT data show a good dependency on 
dose, this technique shows some limitations. The primary drawback associated with 
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this technique is acquiring low contrast and hence low signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
images, often resulting in poor dose resolution in CT images [15, 91, 92]. Signal to 
noise ratio enhancement and thus dose-resolution enhancement in CT images has 
been pursued through two different approaches: through enhancement of polymer gel 
dosimeter formulation with improved dose sensitivity [91-96], and by applying 
suitable image processing techniques to improve acquired images [15, 82, 96-100]. 
From an image processing perspective, the averaging of multiple images [15], and 
moreover, image filtering techniques to reduce stochastic noise in images [82, 98, 
99] have been applied.  Although the averaging technique helps to reduce noise in 
the image, multiple image acquisitions may transfer an additional dose to the gel 
sample [15, 16], resulting in decreased dosimetry accuracy. Recently, Kakakhel et al. 
has shown that multiple scans of a single PAGAT gel dosimeter can be used to 
extrapolate a “zero-scan” image which displays a similar level of precision to an 
image obtained by averaging multiple CT images, without the compromised dose 
measurement resulting from the exposure of the gel to radiation from the CT scanner   
[79]. 
 
2.4.4 Ultrasound evaluation of polymer gels 
It is well known that ultrasound may be used to characterise various materials 
such as polymers [101]. The possibility of ultrasound to evaluate irradiated polymer 
gel dosimeters was first suggested by Maryanski et al. [102] and was later 
investigated by Mather et al. [103]. Ultrasound has been shown to have the potential 
to evaluate polymer gel dosimeters due to changes in the measurement of ultrasonic 
parameters, including velocity, attenuation and frequency dependent attenuation 
following irradiation [103-106]. In this way, monomers polymerisation on irradiation 
results in changes in the elasticity and density of the gel, and hence corresponding 
changes in the ultrasonic parameters of propagation [103].  It has been shown that 
changes in velocity and attenuation relate to the absorbed dose [103, 105]. 
Ultrasound techniques to investigate polymer gel dosimeter have been further 
developed to become ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) techniques. The 
preliminary study into USCT assessment of polymer gel dosimeters was performed 
by Mather et al. [107]. Generally, this new technique is capable of providing 
quantitative and qualitative information regarding ultrasonic parameter distributions 
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within the polymer gel dosimeters and may prove useful in polymer gel dosimetry 
techniques. Although the potential of USCT method has been shown, it is still in the 
early stages of investigation. Further study with regard to both the method and the 
experimental equipment is required before this technique can be used regularly for 
gel dosimeter assessment. Before moving forward, the fundamentals of ultrasound 
imaging techniques, along with USCT techniques, will be explained. The following 
section contains this discussion.    
2.5 FUNDAMENTALS OF ULTRASOUND IMAGING TECHNIQUE  
2.5.1 Physics of Ultrasound 
Sound is a mechanical pressure wave that propagates through a medium 
[108]. The word “ultrasound” is applicable to all sound waves with a frequency 
above the audible threshold for human hearing, which is greater than 20 KHz. The 
ultrasound wavelength is defined as the distance between consecutive corresponding 





Figure 2.5: Wave length (ƛ), defined as the distance between consecutive corresponding identical 
points of the same phase on the waveform.  
 
The speed (c) at which ultrasound travels through a medium depends on the density 
and elasticity of the propagation material, and in a straight uniform bar with lateral 
dimension significantly smaller than the wavelength of the propagating ultrasound 
wave, velocity is defined by the following equation (2.1) [109], where E represents 
the material resistance to compression when a pressure is applied, the elastic 
modulus, and ρ is the density of the material. Where the lateral dimensions are not 
smaller than ultrasound wavelength, in this case a longitudinal wave is propagated 
with the velocity (VL) shown in equation 2.1, where B is bulk modulus and G the 
shear modulus [109]. The physics of ultrasound propagation in materials forms the 
foundation of ultrasonic imaging technique. 
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(a) Vbar = √ E/ ρ   
                                                                                                                        2.1 
 
(b) VL= √ 




Depending on the direction of molecules’ oscillation in the material, ultrasonic 
waves are classified in two main types: longitudinal and transverse waves [108] 
(Figure 2.6). If the direction of oscillation is same as that of the wave propagation, 
these waves are called longitudinal (compression) waves. Transverse (or shear) 
waves are those in which the direction of the molecules’ oscillation is perpendicular 
to the direction of wave propagation.  
 
 
(a)                                                                               (b) 
Figure 2.6: Ultrasonic waves: (a) Transverse wave in which the direction of oscillation is 
perpendicular to the direction of propagation; (b) longitudinal wave in which the direction of 
oscillation is the same as the direction of wave propagation. 
 
 
When an ultrasound wave strikes a surface (interface) between two media, it may 
experience different interactions including refraction, reflection, diffraction and 
scattering. A percentage of the incident beam may be reflected (called echo) at an 
equal angle to the incident angle (Snell’s law of reflection), the remaining percentage 
being transmitted into the second medium (Figure 2.7). If the speed of sound differs 
in the second medium, the transmitted wave will be deviated away from the ‘straight 
line’ path; this phenomenon is termed refraction [110]. The acoustic impedance, Z 
(equation 2.2) of a material, which is the product of density, ρ, and the velocity of 
sound, c, defines the fraction of reflected and transmitted waves.  
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Figure 2.7: Reflection and transmission of ultrasound beam at the interface (boundary) between two 
materials; Ɵi, Ɵr, Ɵt  are the incident, reflected, and transmitted beam angles respectively. 
 
 
Z= ρc                                                                                                                          2.2                                                               
    
Equations (2.3a) and (2.3b) give the reflection coefficient and transmission 
coefficient respectively for normal incidence at an interface.  
 
 
 (a) αref =  
     
     
)
 2           
                          
 (b)
  αtrans =  
      








              
Reflection, as described, occurs when the dimensions of the reflecting surface are 
greater that several wavelength of the incident ultrasonic wave [110]. If the lateral 
dimension of structure that ultrasound wave interact with is similar to, or less than, 
the wavelength of the incident ultrasound wave, then scattering will occur and the 
sound wave may be re-distributed in many directions. Diffraction is another possible 
interaction for ultrasound waves as they propagate through material, causing the 
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ultrasound wave to spread. Diffraction can be observed under two possible 
circumstances: first, it can be observed when the diameter of the ultrasound source 
(aperture) is equal to, or about, the wavelength of the generated ultrasound, and 
second, when an ultrasound wave passes through a very small aperture, in the order 
of one ultrasound wavelength. 
2.5.2 Ultrasound transducers; Phased-array 
Ultrasound transducers are key devices which transmit and receive ultrasound 
waves by converting electrical energy to mechanical energy and vice versa. 
Transducers are generally made from piezoelectric materials. Phased-array 
transducers are multi-element transducers, composed of several identical 
piezoelectric elements operating as a single probe [111, 112]. Using phased-array 
transducers enables one to control the generation and reception parameters. Beam 
parameters, such as angle of incidence, focal distance, and focal spot can all be 
controlled through software [113]. Each element of a phased-array transducer can be 
activated independently with different time delays; for both the transmitted pulse and 
the received pulse for each element. Each element emits a spherical wave at a 
specified time; akin to Huygens’s wavelets by activating the various elements of the 
probe at different times (controlling the time delay between adjacent elements), a 
series of concentric waves will be produced and different wavefronts can be 
generated. Firing the elements in a sequential manner results in the creation of an 
envelope (wavefront) (Figure 2.8), which can be propagated either in parallel or at an 
angle to the transducer surface. This method of beam creation and beam control is 













In a similar way, the beam can be converged and focused at any depth (focal spot) 
within the test sample, this is called ‘beam focus control (focal law) [112]. To focus 
the beam at a specified point in the test sample, by adjusting delays to individual 
wave fronts, all wave fronts can stay in phase along the pathway to the desired focal 
point, cancelling each other at all other points (Figure 2.9) [111, 112]. The advantage 
of exploiting the focal law is that the inspection of the test sample does not require 
mechanical movement of the transducer along that axis.   
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Figure 2.9: Beam focussing principle for (a) normal and (b) angled incidences [112]. 
 
 
The advantages of using phased-array for ultrasound scanning are: 1) its ability 
to perform electronic scanning and hence make the inspection faster; 2) enhancing 
the signal to noise ratio, which increases the resolution and thereby contributes to 
detection probability; 3) using delay laws helps to improve the performance and 
simplify the scan procedure and, as a consequence, many geometrically complex 
components can be scanned under a precise programmed phased-array (by changing 
the electronic setup); and 4) phased array system can sweep a sound beam through a 
range of refracted angles or along a linear path or focus at a number of different 
depths, therefore increasing the flexibility and capability in inspection setup [113]. 
2.5.3 Conventional ultrasound imaging technique 
Some advantages of ultrasound imaging over other medical diagnostic 
techniques are: using no ionising radiation; providing images of tissues mechanical 
properties and soft tissue structures at a level of detail (contrast and resolution) 
difficult to achieve via conventional X-ray techniques; less expensive; more 
available in clinical environments; and providing real-time images [110].  
Currently, several ultrasound scanning modes (techniques) are used to achieve 
qualitative images of the region of interest within a patient’s body. Two major  types 
of ultrasonic data collection and presentation are A-scan (amplitude-modulated 
display) and B-scan (brightness-modulated display) [110]. In A-scan mode, echoes 
generated at various interfaces along the beam pathway are detected and displayed as 
simple peaks, the height of each related to the relative amplitude. Since only those 
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surfaces lying within the beam are recorded, this is a one-dimensional scan. A-scan is 
a useful method for structures that are not complex, and allows the user to recognise 
the boundaries that provide echoes. A-scan can also be used for transmission. 
Measurements of tissue dimensions can be done using A-scan; by assuming the 
velocity of ultrasound, generally taken as 1540 ms
-1
, the echo return time can be 
converted to distance [108, 110].  
Two dimensional images of the region of interest inside the body, as well as 
tissue motion observation, may be created using the real-time B-scanning mode 
[110]. This technique is based on sweeping the ultrasound beam quickly across the 
scan plane (field of view), collecting all echoes across each individual beam and 
determining the magnitude and timing of echoes to generate a two-dimensional map 
of the scan plane and hence the  object’s structure. In this regard, various grey levels 
are used to represent the amplitude or magnitude of the received signals. A typical 
reconstructed B-scan image is shown in Figure 2.10.  
 
 




A 3D qualitative image (Figure 2.11) can be also generated by collecting echoes (B-
scan) at different positions in the orthogonal scan plane effectively superimposing a 
series of 2D B-scan images.  
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Figure 2.11: 3D visualisation of foetus, 26 weeks [152].  
 
2.5.4 Ultrasound computed tomography 
Despite the advantages of conventional ultrasound imaging, it also possesses 
some disadvantages such as: 
1) Spatial distortion is a potential artefact related to assuming the same 
speed for ultrasound through different materials (1540 m/s), whereas it 
may differ significantly; for example the speed of ultrasound through 
fat and muscle are 1450 and 1580 ms
-1
 respectively. 
2) Non-reproducible images, because of the manually guided probe. 
3) The need to explore quantitatively the distribution of ultrasonic and 
material  properties in the object [114].  
 
The need to have high-quality images with high resolution along with 
quantitative 3D analysis of a complete sample has led to the creation of the 
ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) imaging method [115]. This imaging 
method is capable of producing volume images with high spatial resolution [116]. 
This technique allows for quantitative analysis of the imaged object. 
Ultrasound tomography is a method of reconstructing a cross-section image of 
an object from several projections when the object has been sonicated from different 
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directions. Using a proper reconstruction algorithm, such as filter back projection or 
iterative, the image of the slice can be reconstructed from its projections. Images of 
different slices along the height of the phantom can be acquired by this method and 
these slices can then be stacked to create a 3D image. In general, computed 
tomography is understood as a mathematical proposition of reconstructing the 
distribution of a parameter whose line integrals are known [117]. In terms of 
ultrasound tomography, projections can be acquired by recording any received signal 
(A-scan), including transmitted and reflected.   
To date, ultrasound reflection tomography and ultrasound transmission 
tomography are the two major types of ultrasound computer tomography. As the 
reflection tomography is based on reflection measurements occurs at different 
boundaries within the object, this tomography method can provide mapping of the 
interfaces within the imaged object and fails to provide quantitative information on 
acoustical properties of the object. This limits the ability of the method to 
differentiate the object’s components. In contrast, ultrasound transmission 
tomography is an alternative USCT method that provides quantitative information on 
distribution of ultrasonic properties. Using this method, the acoustic characteristics 
of transmitted signals can be used to reconstruct tomograph showing the distribution 
of ultrasound time of flight (TOF) and ultrasound attenuation coefficient. [118, 119].  
In transmission mode, at least two transducers are required, one transducer acts 
as the transmitter and the other one acts as the receiver. After sending the ultrasound 
beam through the object, received signals are processed for changes in time of flight 
(TOF) and signal intensity or amplitude. Comparing the intensity or amplitude of the 
received signals, in the presence and absence of the object between the transducers, 
provide information on transmission-loss on the signal. The ultrasound attenuation 
coefficient can then be measured using equation 2.4, a logarithmic scale defined in 
terms of intensity (I), or more generally the measured signal voltage amplitude (A) 
[120]. In this equation (2.4), I and A are intensity and amplitude of the signal at 
presence and I0 and A0 are the intensity and amplitude of the signal at absence of the 
sample respectively. 
 
α (dB) = 10 log (I0/I) (W m
-2
) or     
               20 log (A0/A) (volts)                                                                                  2.4      
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If the material of propagation is broken up into elements, i, the reduction in signal 
amplitude can be described using equation 2.5, where I0 is the intensity of the signal 
in the absence of the object and I is the intensity of the signal after passing a 
distance, di , through the object and αi is the acoustic attenuation coefficient of the ith 
component [121]. 
 ln (I0/I) = Σ αi di                                                                                                       2.5  
  
One other possibility is to measure the time taken for the signals to travel 
between the transmitter and the receiver, called TOF [122]. By measuring the TOF, 
the distribution of the speed of ultrasound can be obtained using the following 
equation [121]. 
TOF=Σ di/ vi                                                                                                              2.6                                                                                                                           
 
The capability of ultrasound transmission computed tomography was first 
demonstrated by Greenleaf et al.  [119], who presented the ability of ultrasound 
transmission computed tomography to map the distribution of ultrasound attenuation 
coefficient within the tissue from measurements of the amplitude of transmitted 
pulses [119]. That work was further extended to reconstruct tomographs from 
distribution of ultrasonic TOF through the tissue [123]. To date, much research has 
been conducted on USCT development and many USCT prototypes have been 
designed and implemented [114, 116, 118, 122, 124-127]. In one prototype [126], a 
large number of identical transducers were used in an integrated system. In an 
example of such a prototype (Figure 2.12), the sample was placed in a cylindrical 
tank filled with water and the wall of the water tank was covered with identical 
transducers in a fixed geometry [115, 126]. The transducers would be excited one by 
one. Once a transducer emitted an ultrasound, the rest of the transducers would 
record the received signals: transmitted; refracted; reflected; and scattered signals. 
The main disadvantages associated with such a system are the high burst of collected 
data and the huge time needed for image reconstruction [124]. Although ultrasound 
computed tomography shows a high potential in the imaging field, the image 
reconstruction process and obtaining images with good resolution pose significant 
challenges. 
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Figure 2.12: An ultrasound computed tomography prototype [116]. A cylindrical tank filled with 
water. The wall of the water tank was covered with identical transducers in a fixed geometry [116].   
 
Ultrasound computed tomography has been shown to have various applications 
in medicine [124, 128-131]. In this regard, female breast imaging [131], assessing 
the cortical thickness of long bone shaft in children, imaging of human femur [128], 
and bovine bone characterisation [130] can be mentioned as some examples. Apart 
from its application in medicine, USCT has also demonstrated capability for non-
destructive tests in industry [132]. The first ultrasound transmission CT prototype 
(Figure 2.13) to evaluate irradiated polymer gel dosimeter was developed by Mather 
et al. [107]. The setup consisted of a single ultrasound transducer acting as the 
transmitter and a single needle hydrophone acting as the receiver. The optimisation 
of transmitter and receiver alignment was achieved by adjusting the position of the 
transmitter and receiver until receiving the maximum signal by the receiver. The 
transducer and hydrophone were immersed in a water tank while the sample was 
mounted on the rotational and translational stage [107]. The transducer was excited 
at its fundamental frequency (4 MHz). A lateral scan of the sample was performed by 
translating the phantom between the transmitter and the receiver and following the 
completion of one set of scan lines (projection) along the width of the phantom, the 
phantom was rotated 2 degrees for the next projection. The preliminary results taken 
using this imaging technique showed the capability of USCT in depicting acoustic 
changes in polymer gel after irradiation. 
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Figure 2.13: Schematic diagram of tomographic setup [107]. The system was composed of one single 
element transducer, performing as the transmitter and a hydrophone performing as the receiver [108]. 
 
 
Promising results were achieved through TOF and attenuation images 
reconstruction using USCT; however, a more sophisticated system is required in 
order to enhance spatial resolution as well as speed up the imaging procedures.  
The aim of this study is to develop a novel ultrasound transmission computed 
tomography system that may address the existing shortages. The major consideration 
behind the novel approach presented here is to make use of a commercially available 
128-element ultrasound phased array, in conjunction with ultrasound Omniscan 
device (Olympus NDT, Canada) and robotic arm for sample movement. This fully 
automated system may simplify and enhance the scan procedure and result in 
reducing scan time. The main application of the system in this work is to evaluate 
absorbed dose in polymer gel dosimeters. Furthermore, the feasibility of the polymer 
gel characterisation through quantitative reconstruction of frequency dependent 
attenuation map of polymer gel sample will be investigated.   
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Chapter 3: Investigation of radiation sensitivity of the 
pre-manufactured and recycled PAGAT 
gel dosimeter through dose response 
verification 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Prior to the ultrasound computed tomography (Chapter 4) assessment of PAGAT 
gel, a series of fundamental studies were carried out in order to determine characteristics 
of the PAGAT gel including optimised formulation and pre-irradiation temporal stability 
of PAGAT gel dosimeter. This investigation involved optimising optical CT scanning 
of PAGAT gels.  
Scattering due to reflection and refraction occurring at the wall of the gel 
container [133], affect the magnitude of the attenuation coefficient in reconstructed 
images using the optical CT method [133] and the major challenge is to reduce these 
artefacts. The first part of this work involved testing a variety of containers to check 
their suitability.  
The second investigation was aimed at examining a stable range of 
concentrations of the anti-oxidant Tetrakis Hydroxy Phosphonium Chloride (THPC). 
In earlier work, it has been shown that the optimal concentration of THPC in 
PAGAT gels is approximately 5 mM [134]. Due to this relatively small concentration 
of THPC, inadvertent imprecision of THPC measurement can occur during the 
manufacturing process, which may cause a significant alteration in the sensitivity of 
the gel. For example, Venning et al. showed that below 5 mM, the dose response 
reduces rapidly with THPC concentration [134] and hence could lead to failure of the 
gel to respond sufficiently to radiation. Therefore, a stable concentration of THPC 
which allows for slight errors in measurement of THPC was investigated in this 
work. 
Third, once the desired THPC concentration was determined, we proceeded to 
investigate the effect of pre-irradiation storage time and how this affects the dose 
response of the gel. In other words, can gels be made and stored, so that just the 
amount needed for one irradiation can be extracted when required and adding the 
THPC at that time? 
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Finally, whether the irradiated PAGAT gel can be recycled and still retaining 
its usefulness as a dosimeter was investigated. The recycling of gel involved 
processing the irradiated gel by separating the irradiated portion from the 
unirradiated portion of the gel. 
3.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Four studies were carried out in order to investigate different aspects of 
PAGAT gels, as outlined below in Table 3.1. The gels used in this work were 
manufactured according to Venning et al. [46, 134], except for study 1.    
 
Table 3.1: Materials and equipment used for each study. 
 
Characteristics  Study 1 Study  2 Study 3    Study  4    
        
Gel type Gelatin+ water+ 
Dettol  
PAGAT PAGAT PAGAT     






   
Scanning method  Optical CT Optical CT Optical CT Optical CT    
        
 
3.2.1 Study 1: Gel containers’ suitability test  
To determine the suitability of containers for optical CT scanning, several 
types of vials (Figure 3.1) were examined and compared to a light-attenuating finger 
phantom (Figure3.2) [135] under controlled conditions. The finger phantom was 
used as the reference as there was no wall artefact.The finger phantom was produced 
with a background region consisting of a mixture of 5% gelatine and 95% distilled 
water. Cavities were shaped (Figure 3.2) by placing test tubes within the gel and then 
removing them when the gel has cooled enough to solidify. The ‘fingers’ were then 
backfilled with a gelatine-water mixture containing various concentrations of Dettol 
to simulate different radiation doses [135]. Each of the mixtures was then poured into 
the various containers for comparison. Dettol, as an antiseptic, changes the 
opaqueness of the gel and hence simulates irradiated gel [135].  The advantage of 
working with simulated gel rather than with irradiated gels is that the degree of 
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opaqueness can be controlled by changing the Dettol concentration, thereby ensuring 
that each simulated dose is exactly the same, i.e. so that the vials could be tested 
under identical conditions.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Three different vials tested for gel storage purpose. 
 
 
The MGS Research IQScan Optical CT Scanner (Madison, WS, US) was used 
to scan the samples. All acquisitions performed 360 projections over 180 degrees, 
with A/D rate of 65000 samples/s and a field of view of 220 mm. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Finger phantom manufacture. Finger shaped cavities were formed by placing tubes in the 
gel mixture and removing, once the gel has cooled. 
1 
2 3 
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3.2.2 Study 2: THPC concentration 
To investigate the effect of THPC concentration on the dose response of 
PAGAT gel dosimeters, gels were manufactured based on Venning et al. formulation 
with varying amounts of THPC [134]. PAGAT gel manufacture procedure is 
described as below:  
A batch (one litre) of PAGAT gel  was manufactured with the formulation of 84.9% 
deionised water, 5% gelatine, 4.5% bis, 4.5% acrylamide, 1% hydroquinone mixture 
and [46] with THPC (Tetrakis Hydroxymethyl Phosphonium Chloride), various 
concentration each time (from about 4 to 9 mM) [136], under normal atmospheric 
conditions. Details of the manufacturing process are listed below: 
1) Gelatine and water were poured into a flask, transferred into a microwave 
to be heated up in short fractions of time (about a minute). Temperatures 
were checked until it reached to 55 
◦
C. 
2) The gelatine-water mixture was taken out from microwave and was put on 
the stirrer. The mixture was stirred slowly (with stir bar in the container) 
until the mixture become clear.  
3) Bis was then added to the mixture and stirred until it was completely 
dissolved. An attempt was made to keep the mixture temperature between 
50-55 
◦
C and therefore, in cases it was needed to keep some heat on the 
hotplate while the temperature was decreasing to below 50
◦
C. 
4) Acrylamide was added when the bis was dissolved completely. 
5) When Acrylamide was dissolved, the hydroquinone mixture and after that 
THPC were added 
The ‘many vials’ method of irradiation has been shown to be of sufficient accuracy 
for the purposes of this measurement [137, 138] and  hence the gels were poured into 
20 ml glass vials and refrigerated at 4
◦
 C for 24 hours prior to irradiation.  
 Each gel was irradiated to various doses using a Gammacell 220 Co-60 source 
(MDS Nordion, Ontario, Canada) with dose rate of 1759 Gy/hour. In the Gammacell 
220, irradiators contain multikilocurie sources using the Co-60 radioisotope to 
produce an internal, intense field of high energy Gamma rays. Each unit consists of 
an annular shaped source, which contains pencil shaped Co-60 rods, a thick steel 
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encased lead shield around the source, a long cylindrical radiation exposure chamber 
that can move vertically through the centre of the source and a drive mechanism to 
move the chamber up or down along the source centre-line.  
The irradiated gels were then refrigerated for 24 hours before imaging. Readout 
of the gels was performed using a MGS Research IQScan Optical CT Scanner. All 
acquisitions were performed for 360 projections over 180 degrees, A/D rate of 65000 
samples/s, and a field of view of 110 mm. 
3.2.3 Study 3: Temporal stability measurement 
A bulk batch (1 litre) of PAGAT gel was manufactured according to the 
method described by Venning et al. [46]; however, THPC was not included. The 
bulk gel was then refrigerated in a large Pyrex container. At various times, ranging 
from 24 hours to 28 days, 250 ml of the bulk gel was extracted by placing the Pyrex 
container in a warm water bath until the gel melted. The extracted gel was then 
mixed with 8 mM of THPC, and after 24 hours the samples were irradiated using a 
Gammacell 200 (Co-60) source. Imaging was performed for all samples in an MGS 
Research IQScan Optical CT Scanner at various post-irradiation times, as shown in 
Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Time between gel manufacture and THPC addition; Time between manufacture and 
scanning. 
 
Batch Time between gel manufacture and 
THPC addition 
Time between irradiation and 
scanning  
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3.2.4 Study 4: PAGAT gel recycling 
A bulk batch of PAGAT gel (2 l) was manufactured [46] with a concentration 
of 8 mM THPC in the gel matrix. Gel was then poured into a large cylindrical 
container and refrigerated at 4 
º
C for 24 hours before irradiation. Irradiation of the 
gel sample was performed using 6 MV photons, delivered by a Varian Clinac 21iX 
linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA) to the field size of 4x4 
cm
2
 to 9 Gy at dmax (1.5 cm) (Figure 3.3). Gel imaging was performed 24 hours after 
irradiation. The unpolymerised (unirradiated) part of the gel was then extracted by 
placing the gel container in hot water with the temperature around 60
 ◦
C, so that the 
unpolymerised portion melted while the polymerised part remained solid. This 
allowed the melted gel to be removed. Then, 8 mM of THPC was added to the 
extracted gel and transferred to a smaller container and refrigerated at 4 
o
C. Twenty-
four hours later, this recycled gel was irradiated, using a Varian Clinac 21iX linear 
accelerator to the field size of 3x3 cm
2
 to 9 Gy at dmax (1.5 cm). Imaging of the 




Figure 3.3: PAGAT gel irradiated with 4x4 cm2  field size. 
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3.2.5 Optical CT measurements of PAGAT gel samples 
Optical CT scan of the samples mentioned in Table 3.1 gels was performed 
using the MGS Research IQScan Optical CT scanner (Figure 3.4). The scanner 
design is based on a combination of fast laser scanner and first generation optical CT 
scanner. The scanner comprises a rotating mirror, two Fresnel lenses, stepping motor 
to vertically adjust the location of the Fresnel lens, water tank filled with fluid with 
the matched refractive index (RI) with the gel, the rotational stepping motor to rotate 
and translate the sample, and the photodiode detector. The setup for optical CT is 
shown in Figure 3.4. All acquisition parameters including rotation range (degrees), 
A/D rates and number of angular projections, can be set through the OCTOPUS-IQ 
Laser CT interface (Figure 3.5) software. This software initiates and controls the 
scan procedure. In this research, all acquisitions were performed for 360 projections 
over 180 degrees, an A/D rate of 65000, and a field of view of 160 mm. The optical 
density distribution for a transverse slice was reconstructed from the acquired 
projection data using the proprietary computer program written in MATLAB.     
 
 
Figure 3.4: MGS Research IQScan Optical CT scanner include: 1) Rotating motor (hidden); 2) 
vertical stepping motor; 3) rotational stepping motor and associated sample (gel) mounted below it; 4) 
Fresnel lens (attached to rotating mirror mount, as mirror has to be at the focus of the lens); 5) water 
tank; 6) refractive index (RI) matched fluid; 7)  Fresnel lens; 8) photodiode. 
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Figure 3.5: OCTOPUS-IQ Laser CT interface -Setting screen for the MGS Research IQScan OCT 
Scanner, the only settings has been changed by the user are the A/D rate and the number of angular 
projections. 
 
The definition of optical density (or extinction coefficient) of a region within the 





 ln (T0/ T)                                                                                                         3.1 
Where x is the geometric path length through the sample, T0 is the transmittance of 
the region in the reference and T is the transmittance of the region in the sample 
[135]. 
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.3.1 Gel containers’ suitability test 
Figure 3.6 shows a reconstructed image of one slice through the finger 
phantom. Optical density measurements, with associated standard deviations, were 
averaged over consistent selections of region of interest (ROI) within each of the five 
regions in the finger phantom. Corresponding optical density values for each 
individual vial containing gel were also obtained. Figure 3.7 illustrates the measured 
optical CT values over five regions within the finger phantom, as well as 
corresponding values for each individual vial. The values attributed to different 
Dettol concentrations were also extracted and plotted against Dettol concentration. 
From Figure 3.7 it can be observed that two of three tested containers (vial 2 and vial 
3) appear to be the most suitable containers, as the trend of the Dettol concentration 





Figure 3.6: Image of one slice through the finger phantom acquired by optical CT. 
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Dettol Concentration (mg/g)





























Figure 3.7: Comparison between acquired optical signals (Δ (cm-1)) for different regions within the 
finger phantom as well as each individual vial containing gel with various Dettol concentrations. 
 
3.3.2 THPC concentration 
Figure 3.8 illustrates the dose response for PAGAT gels manufactured at 
different THPC concentration. Results show that the dose response at 4.46 mM 
THPC concentration is much less than the other measured concentrations, which is 
consistent with the results achieved by Venning et al. [134]. Analysis shows that the 
greatest response for the concentrations examined occurs at 5.10 mM and, with 
greater concentrations, the expected decrease in sensitivity occurs. Importantly 
however, although there is a slight decrease in sensitivity when exceeding the 
optimal 5 mM concentration, this decrease is relatively small in comparison to the 
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Dose (Gy)


































3.3.3 Temporal stability 
Figure 3.9 shows the dose response of batches 1, 2, 3 and 4, irradiated 1 day, 8, 
15 and 22 days post-manufacture respectively, and imaged 24 hours post-irradiation. 
Lines of best fit are shown to guide the eye. It can be seen that the sensitivity of the 
gel is not significantly affected by the time between manufacture and irradiation (for 
gels where THPC is added 24 hours prior to irradiation), although there is an overall 
decrease in the optical CT response across all times.  
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Figure 3.9: Dose response for PAGAT gel irradiated 1 day, 8, 15 and 22 days post-manufacture. 
 
The sensitivity of the PAGAT gel to post-irradiation scan time was examined 
by comparing the dose response of the same batch imaged at different times after 
irradiation. Figure 3.10 shows the results for batch 1 when imaged 1 day, 21 and 28 
days post-irradiation. The dose response indicates that there is little change in the 
sensitivity of the gel over time post-irradiation, however there is an overall decrease 
in optical CT dose response with time. 
  
Figure 3.10: Dose response for batch 1 scanned 1 day, 21 days and 28 days after irradiation. 
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3.3.4 PAGAT gel recycling 
Figure 3.11 (a) shows the photograph of an original PAGAT gel sample 
irradiated by 4x4 cm
2 
field size, and Figure 3.11(b) shows the photograph of re-used 
gel sample, manufactured from recycling the irradiated gel (Figure 3.11 (a)) and 
irradiated by 3x3 cm
2 
field size. Figure 3.12 shows the reconstructed images of one 
slice through the original and recycled PAGAT polymer gel. Figure 3.13 shows the 
optical response of the irradiated gel, measured at different doses. It can be observed 
that the optical CT response of the recycled gel is changed by varying the dose. 




(a)                                                     (b) 
         
Figure 3.11: (a) PAGAT gel irradiated by 4x4 cm2 field size; (b) Recycled PAGAT gel irradiated by 
3x3 cm2 field size. The irradiated part of the recycled gel can be clearly observed. 
    
                                                           (a)                                                 (b) 
Figure 3.12: Cross-section images of: (a) PAGAT gel irradiated by 4x4cm2 field size to 9 Gy at dmax.  
(Figure 3.11 (a); (b) recycled PAGAT gel irradiated by 3x3 cm2 field size to 9 Gy at dmax  (Figure 3.11 
(b)). 





Figure 3.13: Optical CT response of recycled PAGAT gel which shows the sensitivity of the recycled 
gel to the radiation. 
 
3.4 CONCLUSION 
When optically scanning polymer gel dosimeters, optimised results can be 
achieved by using an appropriate container (containers 2 and 3), i.e., one which does 
not have any effect on the dose response of the gels.  
The concentration of THPC in PAGAT gels indicates a slight decrease in the 
sensitivity of the PAGAT gel when the THPC was increased above the 
recommended 5 mM level; however, a much greater decrease occurs when 
decreasing the concentration below 5 mM, even slightly. Therefore, although 5 mM 
THPC concentration produces the greatest sensitivity, increasing the THPC 
concentration reduces the dose response slightly but leads to a gel that is less prone 
to slight variation in THPC concentration. Therefore, users can choose to sacrifice 
some of this sensitivity to avoid possible failure of the gel due to measurement 
inaccuracies during the manufacturing process. As a result, we now manufacture 
PAGAT gels with 7-8 mM of THPC. 
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Dose responses at different times of addition of THPC to pre-manufactured gel 
demonstrates that gels can be stored without THPC in the mixture; and THPC can 
then be added 24 hours prior to irradiation. The advantage of this is that a large batch 
of PAGAT can be manufactured and stored for greater time efficiency; users can 
simply extract the required amount of gel and add THPC 24 hours prior to use.  
The optical CT dose response of the PAGAT gel dosimeter when imaged at 
different times post-irradiation shows stability over a measured dose range, while 
there is a slight decrease over time of imaging. Therefore, the optimal post-
irradiation imaging time was determined to be 24 hours or less. 
Gel recycling can be performed through removing the unirradiated part from 
the irradiated portion of the used gel. The unirradiated part can then serve as a gel 
dosimeter by adding more anti-oxidant. This procedure can be repeated at different 
times until no further gel remains. Using recycled gel to produce new gel may 
prevent waste and save time and energy in production procedures. However, it might 
not be recommended in every case, since the process of gel separation is not an easy 
task and needs to be performed with care. 
3.5   WHAT IS NOVEL? 
 Increasing the THPC concentration to 7-8 mM in PAGAT gel 
formulation, reduces the dose response but leads to a gel which is less 
prone to slight variation in THPC.  
 PAGAT gel can be stored if the anti-oxidant (THPC) is added prior to 
irradiation. 
 PAGAT gel can be recycled after use by removing the previously 
polymerised regions and adding more anti-oxidant to non-polymerised 
gel. 
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Chapter 4: Development of a new Quantitative 
Ultrasound Computed Tomography 
System 
4.1 INTRODUCTION  
The following chapter details a new quantitative ultrasound computed 
tomography system that provides cross-section images of a sample, using 
transmission data. This chapter focuses on the main considerations involved in 
designing and developing the system, requisite instrumentation, data collection and 
analysis. The first stage in this process is to identify the requirements of an ideal 
system and establish specifications for a practical system. The system setup assembly 
and modification was described, along with a series of events involved in acquiring 
the experimental data and image reconstruction.  
The imaging capability of the system was assessed through various 
experiments and scanning of a variety of test samples. The filtered back projection 
technique was the method used to reconstruct images based on information obtained 
from transmitted signals for a defined number of projections. The spatial resolution 
achievable with the system was investigated through the using two different 
techniques-Rayleigh Criterion and modulation transfer function (MTF). The 
implementation and the feasibility of the system to characterise gel dosimeters will 
be discussed in next chapter.      
4.2 METHOD AND MATERIALS 
4.2.1 Equipment 
The basic equipment required to set up the ultrasound computed tomography 
system is listed below:  
 Olympus Omniscan MX1/MX2. Omniscan device is an advanced 
ultrasound flaw detector marketed to industry for weld and material 
inspection.  
 Two matched Olympus, 5 MHz 128-element linear phased-array (PA) 
transducers.  
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 Olympus TomoView Software, a versatile personal computer software that 
controls the Olympus Omniscan MX phased-array ultrasound system. 
 Motoman HP6 mounted robotic arm (with 6 degrees of freedom).  
 Water tank filled with degassed water. 
 Micro controller. An Arduino Uno Microcontroller was used to synchronise 
the Omniscan device and the robotic arm. 
 Transducer and sample fixture 
 
4.2.2 Imaging technique- general overview 
The schematic diagram of the ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) 
system is shown in Figure 4.1.The linear phased-array transducers were mounted and 
aligned in parallel on a frame and submerged in the water tank. One transducer 
served as the transmitter (T), the other served as the receiver (R). Scans were 
conducted with the transducers fixed in position, while rotational and translational 
movement of the sample between the transducers was performed using a 
programmed robotic arm. The ultrasonic scans were accomplished using the 
Olympus Omniscan MX device (Figure 4.2), controlled via Olympus’ TomoView 
software (Figure 4.3). All signal acquisition parameters, such as digitising frequency, 
pulse repetition frequency (number of ultrasonic pulse generated per second), 
number of samples per data acquisition, data sample size, and signal rectification 
(bipolar or non-rectified), were configured through the TomoView software (Figure 
4.3). The Olympus TomoView’s Advanced Calculator (Figure 4.4), a component of 
the TomoView interface (Figure 4.3), was used to create a beam profile. This feature 
of TomoView allows for beam angle control, beam focus control, acquisition unit 
selection, defining the probe frequency, defining the sound velocity in the material to 
be inspected, defining the density of the selected material and also multiple elements 
(aperture) to be fired or received simultaneously that  change the pulse intensity. The 
lateral scan of the test sample was performed by exciting individual transducer 
elements from first to the last without any need to displace the transducer and hence 
a projection data set was taken. T1-R1, T2-R2, T3-R3 ... approach (i.e. exciting the first 
element of the transmitter and receiving by the first element of the receiver and etc) 
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was chosen to transmit and receive ultrasound.  If the transducers are slightly 
misaligned laterally, an ultrasound ray will still be detected, although all rays will be 
at a slight angle. After completion of one projection, the sample was rotated at an 
angle increment chosen to be one degree and the next projection was taken. The 
rotational movement of the test sample and ultrasound transmission and reception 
were synchronised via a microcontroller. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of USCT setup.  
 
4.2.3 Data collection & attenuation map reconstruction  
This setup uses a single Omniscan device, equipped with the PA32128 
acquisition module, capable of transmitting or acquiring 128 individual elements. All 
128 element can be used when ultrasound acquisition performing in pulse-echo 
mode. In transmission mode (current work), as two 5 MHz, 128-element phased 
array transducers were used (one as the transmitter and the other one as the receiver), 
only 64 elements could be allocated for the transmitter and receiver with one 
Omniscan. This division was accomplished by connecting two phased array 
transducers to a splitter connector for splitting the effective 128 channels into two 
sets of 64  (Figure 4.2). The splitter connector permits the use of two 128-element 
transducers with 64 elements disabled on each. The Olympus TomoView’s 
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Advanced Calculator (Figure 4.4) was used to create a beam profile.  In this research, 
the beam profile was configured to transmit ‘using elements 1 through 64 of the 
transmitter’ and receive ‘using elements 1 through 64 of the receiver’. Inspection 
mode in the TomoView interface was selected to perform data acquisition and the 
scan was initiated using an external trigger (microcontroller). Scans were performed 
for the defined number of projections, typically 360. Signal digitisation was 
performed at 25 MHz and with 12 bit resolution (4096 different amplitude levels). A 
total number of acquired signals (A-scans) per slice could be calculated by 
multiplying the number of rays passing through the sample by the number of 
projections; therefore, 64 transmission elements acquired through 360 projections 
created 23040 ultrasound signals in total. Also the number of data points per data 
acquisition comprising each A-scan was chosen to be 2022 equating to a time of 










Figure 4.2: Photo on the top is the Omniscan device. The bottom photo shows two 128-element 
transducers (transmitter and receiver) installed on the splitter connector, requiring to be connected to 
the Omniscan device. The red arrow shows the connector and socket. 
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Figure 4.3: TomoView user interface with toolbars and menus are for quick access to the main 
commands. This figure includes an example of a data file representation which identifies the main 
TomoView interface. Using TomoView, data imaging can be presented in multiple simultaneous 
views, such as in the example in above figure. In this example, one document window is divided into 
two splitter window. The left window shows the RF-scan received at one selective channel and the 
right window shows the sectorial scan view of a cylindrical shaped sample filled with water. Signals 
are highly attenuated at the body of container as shown with red arrows.  







Figure 4.4: Advanced Calculator (a component of TomoView software) interface used to generate 
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4.2.4 Image reconstruction 
Like as any type of computed tomography technique, ultrasound CT images are 
reconstructed from the ultrasound projections data set acquired from different 
angular position around the sample. Each projection here is made up of 64 single 
transmission measurements (ray sum) at the same orientation through the sample. 
Projections data can be displayed as a two-dimensional intensity display of a set of 
projection profiles, known as a sinogram. An example of a sinogram for a point 
source is shown in Figure 4.5(b). Each column in the sinogram corresponds to an 
individual projection profile, sequentially displayed from top to the bottom [139]. 
Once the projections data have been processed into a sinogram, then the next step is 
to reverse the process of measurement of projection data to reconstruct an image.  
There are a number of approaches to create tomographic images from sets of 
projections. The iterative and back projection techniques [139] are the two most 
commonly used. The back projection technique, due to its simplicity in use and 
shorter processing time compared to the iterative method, was selected as the 
preferred method of reconstruction in this work. Using this technique, each 
projection is ‘smeared’ back across the reconstructed image by sharing the value of 
each ray sum among all of the pixels corresponding to the voxels through which the 
ray has passed; in less technical terms, a backprojection is formed by smearing each 
view back through the image in the direction it was originally acquired (Figure 4.6) 
[80]. This procedure is repeated for each projection and the final backprojected 
image is then taken as the sum of all the backprojected views. As a backprojected 
image is blurry, to overcome this problem, each projection is filtered before being 
backprojected and this forms the filtered backprojection technique.  
The filtered backprojection technique is based on considering a straight path 
for ray propagation through the material. In this work, one assumption made in 
tomographic reconstruction was that the ultrasound wave propagated along straight 
line and was received by the corresponding receiver element on the opposite side. 
For all reconstructions presented in this work, a Hamming filter was used in order to 
filter each projection and then filtered projections were backprojected to provide the 
reconstructed image.  
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(b)                                                                    (a) 
Figure 4.5: (a) An example of attenuation profile (projection) of an image of point source taken at 8 
angles: (b).  Mapping of set of projection profiles (a) into 2D sinogram [140]. 
 
 
(a)                                                                        (b) 
 
Figure 4.6: Illustration of the steps in simple backprojection: (a) projection profile for a point source 
for different projection angles; and (b) top figure shows the backprojection of one intensity profile 
across the image at the angle corresponding to the profile. The backprojection procedure is repeated 
for all projection profiles to build up the backprojected image [140]. 
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In ultrasound imaging, transmission mode, transmitted signals are analysed for 
changes in TOF and amplitude. To determine ultrasound TOF and ultrasound 
attenuation coefficient, two sets of measurements were taken: one for the sample and 
the other for the reference material (the least attenuating material for ultrasound, 
chosen to be degassed water in most of the cases). For each transmitted beam, the 
attenuation coefficient was measured through comparison of the maximum signal 
amplitude for sample (          ) and corresponding value for the reference material 
(          ). Mathematically, attenuation coefficient can be measured using equation 
4.1 (Attenuation coefficient calculation):    
Attenuation (dB) = 20log (
           
          
                                                                  4.1       
 
The corresponding TOF for each transmitted beam was measured for both sample 
and reference. The TOF acquired for the sample was normalised to the corresponding 
value for the reference. The TOF measurement can then be related to velocity 
through the following equation: 
Δ TOF= dsample ( 
 
      
 - 
 
       
 )                                                                                          4.2   
 
Where dsample is the sample distance propagated by ultrasound and Vwater and Vsample  
are ultrasound velocity in water and sample respectively.  
Normalised TOF measurements and attenuation coefficient measurements were 
transferred to 2D images using an image processing program written in MATLAB, 
using a simple filtered back projection technique, along with MATLAB inverse 
Radon transform function algorithm. The MATLAB code was created to calculate 
ultrasound TOF, acoustic attenuation and create corresponding images. This code is 
provided in Appendix 1. 
4.2.5 Setup installation and modification  
Implementing and using the ultrasound transmission technique as a computed 
tomography imaging technique, depends on the accuracy and precision of the 
experimental setup installation. Such a setup can be achieved through improving 
transducer alignment and ensuring the plane of propagating ultrasound beam is 
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normal to the sample axis. To meet these criteria, various arrangements were 
implemented and modified several times, as described below.  
Stage 1: Clamps 
The initial USCT setup was composed of two 5 MHz, 128-element linear 
phased-array transducers, physically clamped while aligned and immersed in the 
water tank. The sample was held by another clamp and connected to the robotic arm 
using a metal rod. This setup is shown in Figure 4.7. The plastic bone, 
stereolithography (STL) extrusion models, solid round Perspex bar and syringe 
(Figure 4.8) were samples scanned using the initial setup. Details of measurements 












Perspex sample held by 
the robotic arm  
 Transmitter 
Receiver 
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Table 4.1: Measurements using stage 1 USCT setup. 
 




   
Plastic bone model (Figure 4.8 a) 
 
STL extrusion model (F & G cubes) (Figure 4.8b) 
 
Round Perspex bar  
 
Syringe filled with water  
 

























   





Figure 4.8: photographs of: (a) Plastic bone sample; (b) STL samples; (c) Syringe plus plunger inside. 
 
 
Stage 2: Meccano 
In order to improve the transducer and sample alignments, the second setup 
was made of Meccano; the transducers were clamped using overlapped oval slots, 
thereby providing adjustable separation. Lateral positioning of transducers was aided 
by the holes. A detachable plate (Figure 4.9(a)) was designed to align the robotic arm 
to the transducer’s plane with the two red bushes; once aligned, the rod and plate 
were removed (Figure 4.9(b)), allowing the sample to be attached to the robotic arm 
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and positioned between the transducers. A sample holder, also made with Meccano 
was used to position the sample on the robotic arm (Figure 4.9 (c)). A syringe filled 
with water, with and without the plunger, was scanned using this setup. Setup 
validation was assessed through sinogram analysis. As explained before, a sinogram 
represents the two dimensional intensity display of a set of projections. Therefore, 
for a simple symmetric round shape sample, the sinogram should contain straight 








Figure 4.9:  (a) Detachable plate and rod in 
Meccano setup to align the robotic arm to 
transducer’s plane; (b) The rod and plate are 
removed after sample alignment to the robotic 
arm; (c) Sample holder made of Meccano. 
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To track the consistency of the sample movement, the same sample was 
scanned twice, using the same setup. The reconstructed images were subsequently 
subtracted and the difference image was created. Sample rotation was also 
monitored, with the aid of two orthogonally positioned on-line web cameras, to find 
out whether the sample rotated centrally about the robotic arm axis. The reason of 
using web cameras to monitor sample movement is, because of health and safety 
issues, no one can be present in the robot operating zone while operational. 
 
Stage 3: Precise holders 
 The system was further modified through a precisely engineered sample holder 
























Sample holder  
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4.2.6 Evaluation of USCT scanner spatial resolution  
The spatial resolution of the scanner was investigated through the attenuation 
map reconstruction of a wire phantom. The design of the phantom allowed for both 
system performance and spatial resolution evaluation. The phantom (Figure 4.11) 
consisted of two parallel round disks made of Perspex, with a diameter of 50 mm, a 
thickness of 5 mm, and 2 sets of pins made of EN25 high-tensile steel inserted 
between these two discs.  Each pin was 100 mm in length and 1 mm in diameter. The 
separation between each pair (centre to centre) of pins was 5 mm and the axial 
distance (centre to centre) between the pair varied from 10 mm, and decreased to 1 
mm in 1 mm steps.  
The wire phantom was scanned to assess the spatial resolution of the system. A 
tomographic attenuation map of the phantom’s cross-section was reconstructed and 
an objective estimation of spatial resolution conducted using the Rayleigh criterion 
evaluation method. This technique is an acceptable criterion for determining the 
minimum resolvable detail in an image. From an ultrasound attenuation CT image 
perspective, the Rayleigh Criterion states that two objects may be spatially resolved 
if the centre of the attenuation pattern (maximum intensity) corresponding to one 
object (pin) overlaps with the minimum attenuation of the other object (pin), as 
described in Figure 4.12; if the two maximums overlap, the two objects appear as 


















Figure 4.12: Attenuation pattern separation and the Rayleigh Criterion (a) well resolved; (b) resolved; 
and (c) not resolved objects. 
 
The spatial resolution of the system was also assessed through evaluating the 
spatial frequency response of the system by determination of the system’s 
modulation transfer function (MTF). The MTF illustrates the fraction of an object’s 
contrast that is recorded by the imaging system as a function of spatial frequency 
(size of the object) [139]. The MTF is a plot that demonstrates the capabilities of an 
imaging system (signal modulation) as a function of frequency. Since low spatial 
frequencies correspond to larger objects and high spatial frequencies correspond to 
smaller objects, the MTF is a description of how an imaging system responds, 
depending on the size of the stimulus [139]. One approach to determine the MTF of 
an imaging system is to image a sharp attenuation edge sample [141]. The MTF is 
obtained by mathematical analysis (Fourier transformation) of the line spread 
function across the edge of the sample. The system response to high contrast edge is 
defined by the edge spread function (ESF). ESF is then differentiated to obtain the 
LSF, which is the system response to high contrast line (Figure 4.13). The ESF 
determines the system response to the input of an ideal image.  
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Figure 4.13: The MTF is typically calculated from a measurement of the LSF. As the LSF gets 
broader (left column, top to the bottom), the corresponding MTF values at the same spatial frequency 
and the frequency where MTF gets zero is also reduced [139]. 
 
In this work, the spatial resolution of the system was investigated by the MTF 
analysis of the image of a rectangular (10 x 45 mm) shaped plastic slab with sharp 
edges (Figure 4.14). To measure the MTF, a line profile across the edge of two 
regions differing in contrast in the reconstructed image was used to determine the 
ESF. Minimum visible patterns (i.e. resolution) were defined as a frequency where 
the MTF falls to 10% of the maximum value. [141].  
 
 
Figure 4.14: Plastic slab phantom used for system’s spatial resolution assessment. 
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.3.1 Results 1: Setup modification results 
 
Stage 1: Clamps 
The reconstructed attenuation and TOF maps of the cross-section of the 
scanned samples using the initial setup (Figure 4.7) are illustrated in Figure 4.15 to 
Figure 4.18. Figure 4.15 shows the attenuation and TOF maps of different slices 
through the plastic bone sample (Figure 4.8(a)). Since the internal structure of the 
plastic bone sample is unknown, this made image interpretation difficult and did not 








               (f)                             (g)                            (h)                             (i)                          (j) 
 
 
Figure 4.15: First row from the top: reconstructed attenuation maps of different slices through plastic 
bone sample (Figure 4.8(a)):(a) First slice; (b) Second slice; (c) Third slice, (d) Fourth slice and (c) 
Fifth slice and second row:  corresponding reconstructed TOF maps of the 5 different slices through 
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Figure 4.16 shows the attenuation map, along with TOF map of STL samples. 
Although the internal structure of the STL-model phantoms were known, the 
complexity of the STL extrusion models’ structure (Figure 4.8 (b)) did not reveal 
helpful details on the structure of phantoms.  
 
Figure 4.16:Attenuation and TOF maps of STL samples; (a) attenuation map of STL-F model; (b) 
TOF map of STL-F model; (c) attenuation map of STL-G model; (d) TOF map of STL-G model. 
Figure 4.17 illustrated the attenuation and TOF map of a Perspex rod. A large 
amount of reflection occurred at the surface of the phantom, requiring another 
phantom to be scanned by the ultrasound transmission tomography system.  
 
 




Figure 4.17: Left: attenuation map of the Perspex rod. Right: TOF map of the Perspex rod. 
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The reconstructed attenuation maps and corresponding TOF maps for the 
syringe filled with water and the syringe filled with water plus insert (plunger) are 
shown in Figure 4.18. 
 
 
Figure 4.18:  Attenuation and TOF maps: (a) attenuation map of 60 ml syringe filled with water; (b) 
TOF map of syringe filled with water; (c) attenuation map of 60 ml syringe+ water+ insert; (d) TOF 
map of 60 ml syringe+ water+ insert. 
 
 
Scan results of syringe samples gave images qualitatively close to the sample 
structure. Qualitative comparison between attenuation and TOF flight results and 
unknown artefacts in TOF images prove that the ultrasonic attenuation measurements 
yield better results than TOF measurements. The reconstructed attenuation maps for 
the syringe filled with water and the syringe filled with water plus insert (plunger), 
along with the related sinogram are separately shown in Figure 4.19. 
 




Ɵ   
(d) 
Figure 4.19:  (a) Reconstructed attenuation map of 60 ml syringe filled with water; (b) Reconstructed 
attenuation map of 60 ml syringe filled with water plus plunger embed; (c) Corresponding sinogram 
for image in Figure 4.19 (a) and corresponding sinogram for image in Figure 4.19 (b). Within a 
sinogram, r represents the distance along the projection direction and Ɵ represents the projection 
angle.      
         
 
Artefacts in the reconstructed images and also the ‘wavy’ shape of the 
sinogram instead of straight line for a simple round shape sample, illustrates poor 
performance of this setup. Several factors could contribute to these existing 
problems; including imperfect mechanical alignment of transducers, non-normal 
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Step 2: Meccano 
Figure 4.20 shows the sinogram corresponding to the water-filled syringe 
sample acquired using Meccano setup. Little improvement was observed in the 
sinogram using this setup; however, the alignment of the robotic arm to the 
transducers plane using the detachable plate was not an easy task. Removing the rod 
and plate was a sensitive process and could have caused displacement of the whole 
setup.  
 
Figure 4.20: Sinogram related to syringe plus water scanned using the Meccano setup. 
 
 
The same sample (water-filled syringe) was scanned twice (described as 
‘sample’ and ‘reference’) using both initial ‘clamp’ and ‘Meccano’ setups. Each pair 
of reconstructed images were then subtracted and the resultant difference images 
created for each setup (difference image= sample (60 ml syringe+ water) – reference 
(60 ml syringe+ water)). As the sample was scanned twice using the same setup, the 
resultant difference image should ideally be zero. Both resulting difference images 
are illustrated in Figure 4.21. Existing artefacts in the difference images necessitates 
checking for any deviation in sample rotation. With the aid of the two orthogonal on-
line web cameras, the sample rotation was observed. Non-central robotic alignment 
was observed while the samples were rotating.  
 
(a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 4.21: Difference images: (a) resultant difference image using the initial setup; (b) resultant 
difference image using Meccano setup.  
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Stage 3: Precise Holders 
Precise sample and transducer holders were manufactured to compensate for non-
central rotation of the sample. Figure 4.22 shows the reconstructed attenuation map, 





Figure 4.22: Figure : Reconstructed attenuation maps and corresponding sinograms using Precise 
Holder setup: (a) Reconstructed attenuation map of 60 ml syringe filled with water; (b) Reconstructed 
attenuation map of 60 ml syringe filled with water plus plunger; and (c) Corresponding sinograms for 
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The scanning artefacts previously observed were significantly removed through 
using the new setup (Figure 4.10). It can be seen from Figure 4.22 that the images are 
much clearer and less affected by artefacts than the images shown in Figure 4.18. 
The gradual improvement in the sinogram (using different setups) can be seen in 
Figure 4.23. In conclusion, the precise holder system provides reliable stability 
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4.3.2 Results 2: Evaluation of the USCT scanner spatial resolution 
Figure 4.24 shows the tomographic reconstruction of the wire phantom (Figure 











Figure 4.24: Reconstructed attenuation map (dB) of wire phantom (Figure 4.11) using the 64 element 
transmitter - receiver system. The attenuation pattern around one random pin is specified by red circle 
in this figure.  
 
This result confirms the potential of USCT to depict attenuation contrast caused by 
wire pins. The Rayleigh criterion was used to determine the image resolution 
describing the minimum separation of two close physical objects that can be clearly 
resolved within an image; if the centre of attenuation pattern (maximum intensity) of 
one attenuator image overlaps with the minimum of the other. Figure 4.24 identifies 
a pattern in the vicinity of the image of one random attenuator (encircled red), with a 
high intensity value at the centre and decreasing intensity away from the centre. 
Figure 4.25 depicts the intensity profile across the paired pins with axial distances of 
10, 8, 6, 5, 4 and 3 mm. It can be seen that profiles A, B, C, D and almost E satisfy 
the Rayleigh criterion for resolution; this means that those two pins are resolvable. It 
can also be seen that, for the pair of pins spaced 3 mm (from centre on one pin to the 
centre of the other pin) and less, the resolution reduces as the peaks overlap. For pins 
spaced less than 3 mm apart, the depiction of one pin overlaps with that of the other 
causing the corresponding attenuation point to remain unresolved. Therefore, the 
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spatial resolution measured to be greater than 2 and less than 3 mm through this 
method.  
 
                           (A)                                                         (B)                           
 
 
                             
  
 
                            (C)                                                          (D) 
 




                            (E)                                                          (F) 
 
Figure 4.25: Profile across pins with distance of A: 10; B: 8; C: 6; D: 5; E:4 and F: 3 mm. In all 
graphs the vertical axis represents the attenuation coefficient values in dB; the horizontal axis 
represents the pixel number, and accordingly, distance.  
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Figure 4.26 shows the reconstructed attenuation map of the plastic slab 
phantom. A line profile across the edge of two regions differing in contrast was used 
to determine the edge spread function (ESF). Based on the existing level of noise in 
the image, instead of using one profile across the edge, multiple profiles (10 lines 











Figure 4.26: Reconstructed attenuation map of plastic slab phantom. 
 
 
Figure 4.27 shows an example of a line spread function across the edge that confirms 
the entire edge, has been sampled. Figure 4.28 shows the MTF as a function of 
spatial frequency (cycles/mm). The maximum value of MTF is 1 at of spatial 
frequency of zero; the MTF decreasing as the spatial frequency increases. A high 
spatial frequency therefore corresponds to fine image detail. Using the assumption 
that the resolution is the frequency where the MTF is 10% of the maximum or less 
[141], the resolution of the system was estimated to be 0.5 cycles/mm; corresponding 
to line pairs with the minimum space of 2 mm or less, which cannot be resolved with 
the current USCT. 
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Figure 4.28: MTF as a function of spatial frequency (cycles/mm). 
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4.4 CONCLUSION 
This study investigated the potential to develop an ultrasound computed 
tomography system to image the distribution of ultrasound attenuation and TOF 
through a sample. The preliminary result confirms the feasibility and capability of 
the system to produce tomographic reconstruction images of ultrasound attenuation 
coefficients and TOF distributions within the imaged sample. The higher level of 
noise in TOF images was observed compared with attenuation images. The spatial 
resolution achievable by the system was assessed through two methods and estimated 
to be approximately 3 mm. The experimental procedures confirm the capability of 
the system to handle high amounts of data rates within a reasonable time frame 
compared to previously designed setups [114, 142]. As a consequence the time 
required for data collection along with image reconstruction was less than 10 
minutes.  
 
4.5 WHAT IS NOVEL 
 A new quantitative ultrasound computed tomography system has been 
developed. In this newly developed system, ultrasound transmission, 
reception and sample movements (rotational and translational 
movements) were all automated and controlled via software. In this 
new USCT system, instead of using a large number of ultrasound 
transducers, this system benefits using multiple array transducers as the 
transmitter and receiver in setup. This system allows user to excite 
transducers element in a desired sequential order; for both signal 
transmission and reception and therefore, performs the lateral scan of 
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Chapter 5: Dose response verification of PAGAT gel 
using a novel quantitative ultrasound 
CT and Optical CT 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
A novel quantitative ultrasound computed tomography technique was 
developed and introduced in Chapter 4. In this chapter, this system is used to 
evaluate radiation induced changes of the PAGAT gel dosimeter following 
irradiation. This investigation includes the system’s feasibility to map the distributed 
dose within the gel through measurement of ultrasound attenuation coefficients and 
ultrasound time of flight. Also, the polymer gel dosimeters are optically assessed and 
a comparison between the results taken through both imaging modalities (USCT and 
Optical CT) is provided in this chapter.  
5.2 BACKGROUND 
 Ultrasound has been shown to have the potential to evaluate gel dosimeters 
due to changes in the measurement of ultrasound speed of propagation and 
attenuation [103]. These changes in ultrasonic gel properties are due to the 
polymerisation process, which is initiated after irradiation of the polymer gel 
dosimeter. Recently, the feasibility of ultrasound tomography imaging of radiation 
dose distribution in polymer gel dosimeters has been introduced by Mather. et al 
[121]. The preliminary results showed the capability of the USCT technique in 
depicting acoustic changes in polymer gel after irradiation, however this technique 
can be improved through the automatisation of sample translation, rotation, 
improvement of the transmitter, the receiver alignment, as well as the alignment of 
the axis of rotation. Here we extend that previous work on polymer gel dosimeters 
using the new USCT scanner. The dose sensitivity response was investigated through 
measuring ultrasound attenuation coefficients and ultrasound time of flight in the 
irradiated PAGAT gel [46, 136] dosimeters.  
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5.3 METHODS AND MATERIALS  
5.3.1 PAGAT gel preparation and irradiation 
A batch (one litre) of PAGAT gel  was manufactured based on the formulation 
described in section 3.2.2 [46] with the THPC (Tetrakis Hydroxymethyl 
Phosphonium Chloride) concentration increased to 8 mM [136] under normal 
atmospheric conditions. Once prepared, a total of ten 150 ml cylindrical shape PET 
(Polyethylene terephthalate) containers of 10 cm height and 4 cm diameter were 
filled with the gel and refrigerated at 4
₀
 C for about 24 hours prior to irradiation. PET 
containers were chosen as the best option for storing gel samples as they offer greater 
protection for the gel packaged in them against oxygen migration. Each gel was then 
irradiated to various doses from 2 to 40 Gy, using a Gammacell200 (Co-60) source. 
Gammacell200 was selected to irradiate gel samples due to its availability at the time 
of experiment compared with other sources such as Linac. Irradiated gels were again 
refrigerated at 4 
◦
C for about 24 hours before imaging. Imaging of gels was 
performed using two imaging modalities; ultrasound-CT and optical-CT. 
5.3.2 Optical CT measurements of PAGAT gel samples 
The MGS Research IQScan Optical CT scanner (Figure 3.4) was used to scan 
the gel samples 24 hours post-irradiation. Therefore, each gel sample was mounted 
on the sample holder and immersed in a tank filled with a liquid with the refractive 
index matched to that of the gel sample. The dose readout of each gel was performed 
from the image of a single slice scanned through the gel, defining a consistent ROI 
(at the centre of the image) in the image and calculating the mean value and 
corresponding standard deviation. These two-dimensional images represent the 
optical density (attenuation coefficient) distribution in the gel for transverse slices. 
These slices were reconstructed from 360 projections over 180 degrees, an A/D rate 
of 65000, and a field of view of 160 mm, using a MATLAB code, uses filter 
backprojection technique. 
5.3.3 USCT measurements of PAGAT gel samples 
USCT imaging of gels was performed using the latest modified setup (Figure 
4.10) described in Chapter 4. Transducer elements were excited individually from the 
first to the last (element number 64) and transmitted signals were received by the 
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receiver elements on the opposite side at the same order. Signal digitisation was 
performed at 25 MHz with 12 bit resolution.  
To determine attenuation coefficient and time of flight (TOF), two sets of 
measurements must be taken; one taken for the irradiated gel sample and the other 
one taken for the reference material chosen to be the unirradiated gel sample. For 
each individual scan line, the maximum amplitude of the scan line and corresponding 
time of flight for both the sample and the reference were extracted. The attenuation 
coefficient values were measured using equation 4.1. The TOF obtained for each ray 
was normalised to the corresponding value obtained for unirradiated gel. Two-
dimensional TOF and attenuation coefficient maps were reconstructed using the 
filtered back projection algorithm (section 4.2.4) written in MATLAB (Appendix 1). 
 
5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
5.4.1 Attenuation and TOF measurement of PAGAT gel using USCT 
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the reconstructed attenuation map (represents 
distribution of attenuation coefficients) and the time of flight map (represents 
distribution of ultrasound travel time from the transmitter to the receiver) of one slice 
through one batch of PAGAT gel, irradiated at 12 Gy. The central brighter region in 
the attenuation map represents the polymerised gel. Black regions next to the 
irradiated part in the attenuation map may be an artefact due to sudden changes in the 
impedance of irradiated and unirradiated regions. The reflection due to impedance 
mismatch between irradiated and unirradiated regions will also cause a decrease in 
amplitude of transmitted signal [121]. As a result, a high ultrasound attenuation 
region is observed at the boundary between the irradiated and unirradiated parts. 
Also the blurry ring artefact in the attenuation map is due to the effect of container. 
Attempts were made to remove this artefact by normalising container filled with 
irradiated gel to the container with non-irradiated gel and therefore, common features 
(e.g., as container walls) should cancel out in the normalised image. This method was 
found to be relatively effective, although this includes the incapability to account for 
sensitivity to small deviations in gel container positions and hence increased noise.  
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The corresponding TOF map for the same batch of the gel irradiated at 12 Gy 
is shown in Figure 5.1(c). A low contrast between irradiated and unirradiated part in 
TOF map can be seen and noise is very apparent in TOF image.  
   
                                                      (a) 
 
                      (b)                                                           (c)     
Figure 5.1: (a) Non-irradiate (left) and irradiated (right) PAGAT gel at 12 Gy; (b) Reconstructed 
attenuation map; (c) Reconstructed TOF map. 
 
The image reconstruction procedure was repeated for each batch of irradiated 
gel. From the reconstructed images, a consistent region of interest was selected, with 
average and standard deviation values calculated. Figure 5.2 demonstrates the 
variation of the attenuation coefficient as a function of absorbed dose. An overall 
increase in the attenuation coefficient with the absorbed dose up to 30 Gy, is 
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observed and that appears to plateau thereafter. Linear regression was used to 
determine the attenuation coefficient along with its related uncertainties in a dose 
range of 0-30 Gy (Figure 5.2). The attenuation coefficient was calculated to be 1.66 






 (adjusted coefficient determination) of 97% (P=6.86E-6). 
Even though the overall attenuation coefficient measured at various doses for 









), the trend is similar to those previously reported at 
4 MHz [103, 104]. This discrepancy between the attenuation coefficients measured 
for PAGAT gel to that reported for PAG gel, may refer to different ultrasonic dose 
response of these two types of gels. This means that the physical properties of these 
two types of gels might be different after being irradiated. Another factor that may be 
contributing to this discrepancy is differences in sample storage used for PAGAT 
and PAG gel [103, 104]. Various storages have different permeability to oxygen. The 
difference in the frequencies of the transmitted beams, also may contribute to this 
variation.    
 












Figure 5.2: Ultrasound attenuation coefficients measured for PAGAT gel across a variety of doses-
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Figure 5.3 illustrates the variation of the TOF as a function of absorbed dose. 
From TOF, the inverse ultrasound speed was calculated in a dose range of 0 to 30 
Gy. Linear regression was used and the dose sensitivity for inverse ultrasound speed 
values was determined to be 1.37 ± 0.10 × 10 
-4











The trend in inverse acoustic speed of propagation as a function of dose is similar to 
those previously reported by Mather et al. for PAG gel at 4 MHz; although the actual 










Figure 5.3: TOF measured for PAGAT gel across a variety of doses. The error bars indicate standard 
deviation within the ROI. 
 
 
The variation of both the TOF and the attenuation measurements with the 
absorbed dose, confirms the potential of the method for the determination of the 
distributed dose within gels, although standard deviations associated with these 
measurements are noticeably high. This fluctuation in measurement must be reduced 
if ultrasound is to become a useful method for the evaluation of the absorbed dose in 
polymer gel dosimeters. Various factors may contribute to this high standard 
deviation for the USCT measurements. The most significant reason for causing this 
high level of error could be the presence of reflected and refracted signals at the wall 
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level of noise in the received signals, a projection data set was selected randomly and 
all 64 transmitted signals in that projection were investigated individually for 
changes in the signal amplitude. A high level of noise (low amplitude signals) was 
observed in the signals passing through the edge of the container creating significant 
distortion. An example of transmitted ultrasound ray through the edge of the 
container and also a transmitted ray through the middle of the gel container are 
shown in Figure 5.4. These reflection and refraction at the interfaces with different 
refractive index (e.g., between container wall and gel) can be minimised by 
immersing the gel sample in an ultrasonic matched medium to the refractive index of 
the gel; however, it is not an easy solution to this problem as the refractive index of 
the gel may increase with increasing dose. To minimise wall container effects, 
normalisation of the USCT data for the irradiated gel by that of the non-irradiated gel 
was investigated. As many of the same refraction and reflection effects are present in 
both scans, this method caused common artefacts (e.g., wall artefacts) to be removed 
in normalised image and therefore normalised image reveals maps of changes in 
ultrasonic attenuation and TOF that were induced by radiation. This technique can 
yield useful results, although it is limited in the amount of information that can be 
retrieved close to the wall of the container. This shortage in the information is 
because of the signals at the edge of the container have low data integrity, 















Figure 5.4: (a) A signal passing through the edge of the gel container; (b) A signal passing through the 
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Another factor contributing to this high level of standard deviations in the USCT 
measurements is the sample position. Although attempts were made to retain the 
sample tightly in position, tilting even slightly during the scan potentially results in a 
change in the acoustic path length through the polymer gel and a change in the angle 
of incidence of the acoustic wave at the gel container face [143]. This effect would 
impact on the attenuation and the change in path length through the polymer gel and 
hence would affect the speed of propagation. Fluctuations in temperature during 
USCT measurements could also result in uncertainty in ultrasonic measurements. 
Another factor affecting uncertainties is non-uniform delivered dose to the sample. 
To irradiate the gel sample using Gammacell 200, the sample was placed in a sample 
holder to be transferred to the centre of irradiation in the Gammacell. An attempt was 
made to ensure that all gel samples were placed in the centre of sample holder during 
each irradiation, however, it was difficult to check if the gel sample experienced any 
displacement or tilt while the drawer (with the sample holder contains sample) 
moving the sample holder down to the irradiating position.  
 
5.4.2 Ultrasound CT versus Optical CT 
Figure 5.5 shows an example of the reconstructed optical density map of the 
gel sample irradiated at 12 Gy using Gammacell. Image reconstruction was 
performed for all batches of the gel. Similar to the method used for USCT image 
analysis, from the optical CT reconstructed images, a consistent region of interest 
was selected, with average and standard deviation values calculated. Figure 5.6 
shows the optical response of PAGAT gels versus radiation dose.  
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Figure 5.5: Image of one slice through the gel sample (irradiated at 12 Gy) acquired by optical CT. 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Optical CT measurement of PAGAT gel. 
 
To compare the results taken with the two imaging systems, the normalised results 
are presented on the same graph (Figure 5.7), where it can be seen that there is a 
similarity in the trends for the dose responses under 12 Gy; although the responses 
are significantly different at higher doses. The optical CT measurements increase up 
to 12 Gy and then reach to the plateau and reveal no significant difference with 
further increases in dose, while changes are more notable in the ultrasound CT 
measurements of gels. This comparison between the USCT measurements and 
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optical CT measurements confirms the larger dynamic range of dose that can be 
investigated by USCT. This decrease in dose response measurements by optical CT 
may be attributed to the highly attenuated laser light at higher doses which confines 
the range of the dose to be measured [15]. Despite the potential of ultrasound CT to 
evaluate the larger dynamic range of doses, ultrasound CT measurements reveal a 
greater fluctuation compared with optical CT measurements since the error bars 
representing the standard deviation of USCT measurements are generally greater 
than the errors obtained through the optical CT measurements. The possible sources 
that may contribute to this high level of standard deviation were all described in last 
section.  
 
Figure 5.7: Comparison of measurements obtained using optical and ultrasound CT. 
 
5.5 CONCLUSION 
The capability of ultrasound CT was investigated through quantitative 
assessment of a PAGAT gel dosimeter via attenuation and TOF measurements. The 
results confirm the potential of the ultrasound CT technique to image radiation 
induced changes in the polymer gel dosimeter. Attenuation measurements exhibit 
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sensitivity to dose and are comparable to those previously reported [15, 16, 72, 86, 
103, 104], however, the TOF measurements are not in a good agreement with 
previously reported results [15, 16, 72, 86, 103, 104]. Further, noise is clearly 
observed in TOF maps, which interfere with the results. Comparison between results 
taken through two imaging modalities of USCT and optical CT confirms the 
capability of USCT to evaluate a wider dynamic range of doses.  
In conclusion, the newly developed USCT has been shown to have the 
potential for 3D dose distribution measurements, although further work is required to 
reduce the effect of the container in signal distortion, minimising artefacts in images 
and improving the accuracy of measurements. 
 
5.6 WHAT IS NOVEL? 
 A newly developed USCT system was demonstrated to have the 
potential of being a viable system to image absorbed dose within gel 
dosimeters.  
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Chapter 6: Quantitative evaluation of polymer gel 
dosimeters by broadband ultrasound 
attenuation 
6.1 INTRODUCTION  
The previous chapter investigated the potential of the USCT to evaluate gel 
dosimeters due to changes in the ultrasound TOF and attenuation. In this chapter the 
previous work will be extended to measure another ultrasound property of PAGAT 
gels, frequency dependent attenuation, the linear increase in ultrasound attenuation 
with frequency, termed broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA) [144, 145]. 
When an ultrasound beam is propagating in a material, the intensity of the 
beam decreases with increasing the distance of travel, according to the following 
equation [144]:  
Ix= I0 e
-µ (f) x 
                                                                                                                                      6.1 
 
Where I0 and Ix are the intensities of the initial incident beam and incident of the 
beam at a distance x (cm) respectively and µ (f) is the frequency dependent intensity 
attenuation coefficient (dB cm
-1
). The total attenuation (µ) is proportional to the 
frequency (f). For the frequency range in which µ is changing in a linear fashion as a 
function of frequency, µ is given in equation 6.2, in which α is the slope of 
attenuation versus frequency graph [144] and this is known as broadband ultrasound 
attenuation (BUA).  
µ (f) = α.f                                                                                                                   6.2 
 
To measure BUA, the amplitude spectrum of an ultrasound signal (frequency 
domain) through a reference material (Aref (f)) and through the sample (Asam (f)) must 
be recorded (Figure 6.1). The attenuation at each frequency (f) is then calculated 
using equation 6.3. BUA is calculated as the slope of the ultrasound attenuation 
versus frequency graph (Figure 6.1), in the frequency range in which attenuation 
changes linearly against frequency. 
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Figure 6.1: Description of BUA measurement. The amplitude spectra for a sample and reference 
material are compared, providing the relationship between attenuation and ultrasonic frequency [144]. 
 
The history of the ultrasonic parameter BUA goes back to 1984 when Langton et al. 
suggested the BUA measurement as an index correlating to bone fracture risk [145]. 
It was also investigated that the BUA is related to the density and the structure of the 
bone [144, 146]. 
Using the USCT technique, different tomographic maps of a polymer gel 
sample can be reconstructed from amplitude of transmission signals. It is believed 
that different frequency independent mechanisms such as reflection, refraction and 
scattering might significantly contribute to the overall ultrasound attenuation thus 
making measurements of the ultrasound attenuation mechanism in the polymer gel 
dosimeter difficult. Therefore, the assessment of frequency-dependent attenuation of 
polymer gel dosimeters through the BUA map could be a valuable approach for 
evaluating polymer gels, since they should be independent of the major frequency-
independent factors such as reflection and refraction. In this work, the relationship 
between BUA and the absorbed dose was investigated. Prior to using BUA to 
characterise PAGAT gel dosimeters, initial validation studies were performed on 
standard liquids with known attenuation properties.  
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6.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS   
6.2.1 Oil samples preparation 
Three identical 60 ml containers of 10 cm height and 3.2 cm diameter were 
chosen. Each container was then filled with one type of liquid: Castor oil, Canola Oil 
and water. Castor oil was chosen as a highly frequency dependent attenuator and 
Canola oil was chosen with relatively lower attenuation properties, with water used 
as a reference of zero ultrasound attenuation.  
6.2.2 PAGAT gel preparation and irradiation 
A batch of PAGAT gel with the THPC concentration increased to 8 mM [136] 
was manufactured [46]. Once prepared, the gel was poured into 150 ml cylindrical 
shape PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) containers of 10 cm height and 4 cm 
diameter and refrigerated at 4
₀
 C for about 24 hours prior to irradiation. Each gel was 
then placed in a water tank and irradiated to various doses from 2 to 30 Gy, at the 
depth dose of 1.5 cm, 100 cm SSD and 2x2 cm
2
 field size utilising a 6 MV photon 
beam delivered by Linac 600 CD, Varian (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, 
USA). The irradiated gels were again refrigerated at 4
◦
C for about 24 hours before 
imaging. In this part of the work, Linac was used for sample irradiation, as it was 
required to irradiate the sample with a field with a square shape, to check whether the 
square shape of irradiated region of the gel can be observed through BUA map 
reconstruction. 
6.2.3 Imaging technique and data collection 
The ultrasound computed tomography (CT) system (Chapter 4) was used to 
scan the samples including oils and polymerised (irradiated) polymer gel samples. 
Only 64 elements of each transducer were utilised, totalling 128 elements, the 
maximum operational capacity of the Olympus Omniscan unit. Scans were 
performed whereby the transducers were fixed in position whilst the sample was 
rotated in one degree steps using a programmed robotic arm (Figure 6.2). For each 
scan position an excitation pulse was applied sequentially to each transmitter 
transducer element (Tn) via the Omniscan unit and associated TomoView software. 
The propagated ultrasound signal was detected by the corresponding co-aligned 
receive transducer element (Rn); hence T1-R1, T2-R2, ..T64-R64. The total number 
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of acquired signals (RF signals) per slice is 23040 resulting from 64 transmissions 






















Figure 6.2: USCT scanner. 
 
To determine BUA, two sets of measurements were recorded; one taken for the 
sample and the other one for the reference material. For the oil samples the reference 
chosen to be container filled with water and for the gel samples, the reference chosen 
to be non-irradiated gel. For each transmitted signal, the BUA value was measured 
through four steps: 
1. For each individual transmitted signal (time domain signal), the time-portion 
of the signal, which includes the maximum signal amplitude, was extracted 
for both sample and reference.  
2. Fast Fourier transforms of these two extracted portions were calculated and 
the attenuation at each individual frequency calculated using equation 6.3, 
where Aref  and Asam are the signal amplitudes of the reference signal and 
amplitude of the sample respectively.  
3. Attenuation was plotted against frequency.  
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4. For a defined and consistent frequency range where attenuation increased 
approximately linearly with frequency, BUA was calculated as the slope of 
the ultrasound attenuation versus frequency using a least square fit. 
 
The measured BUA values corresponding to each of the 64 transducer element pairs 
at each projection angle were transferred into a two dimensional matrix (64 × 360), 
termed a sinogram, describing BUA data as a function of distance along the 
projection (transducer pair signals) and projection angle. The matrix was transformed 
into a two dimensional BUA image using the iradon function in Matlab (Mathworks 
Inc).  
 
6.3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
6.3.1 Oil results 
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate examples of ultrasound time-domain transmitted 
signals through the reference and the sample, as well as the ultrasound frequency 
spectra for reference signal amplitude, sample signal amplitude and attenuation for 
Castor oil and Canola oil respectively. BUA values were calculated over a variety of 
frequency ranges. However, the frequency range of 2-4 MHz was selected to 
calculate the BUA value due to the fairly linear changes of attenuation against 
frequency and positive BUA values measured for all 64 transmitted signals passing 
through the sample. 
From Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the steeper slope of the attenuation versus frequency 
for Castor oil (6.3 e) than Canola oil (6.4 e) can be observed. This difference in the 
slope confirms the higher attenuation power of Castor oil reported in the literatures 
[147, 148].  
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Figure 6.3: (a) Time domain signal for the water ; (b) Time domain signal for the Castor oil; (c) 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Time domain signal for the water ; (b) Time domain signal for the Canola oil; (c) 
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Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the reconstructed BUA maps for one slice through the 
container filled with Castor oil and Canola oil respectively. The BUA value and 
related standard deviation was extracted from the reconstructed image (for Castor 
oil), from averaging of pixel values within the selected region of interest (located 
about the centre of the image). The BUA value was calculated to be 0.15 ± .02 dB 
MHz
-1





. This number was multiplied by 8.685 in order to obtain the 
attenuation in Np m
-1
MHz and thus the attenuation was calculated to be 13.03 ± 1.73 
Np m
-1
MHz. The attenuation at a specific frequency such as 2 MHz was calculated to 
be 26.05 ± 3.46 Np m
-1
 (at temperature of 23 
◦
C). In published articles, the frequency 
dependent attenuation for Castor oil at 19.4 
◦
C reported to be 32.7 NP m
-1
 (at 2 MHz) 
[147-149]. It can be seen that the measured value is to some extent close to the 
published value, however there is a discrepancy between the measured and published 
values. The reason for this variation may be related to attenuation measurements 
performed at different temperatures noting that ultrasound attenuation is temperature 
dependent; a decrease in temperature resulting in an increase in attenuation [150]. In 
this work, all measurements were performed at room temperature (23 
◦
C) while 
sample were immersed in plastic water tank filled with water, therefore, it was 
impossible to increase the temperature up to 30 
◦
C. This issue can be addressed in 
future measurements through using temperature controlled water tank (a water tank 
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Figure 6.5: Reconstructed BUA (dB Hz -1) map of Castor oil with specified region of interest (ROI) in 




Figure 6.6: Reconstructed BUA (dB Hz-1) map of Canola oil. BUA measurements were performed at 
the frequency range of 2-4 MHz 
 
 ROI 
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6.3.2 PAGAT polymer gel results 
Ultrasound frequency spectra for a) reference (non-irradiated gel) signal 
amplitude, b) sample (irradiated polymer gel) signal amplitude, and c) attenuation are 
shown in Figure 6.7.  A linear relationship between attenuation and frequency in the 
frequency range of 2.5-6 MHz can be seen. This is in agreement with the results 
previously reported by Crecsenti et.al. [106]; reporting that the attenuation 
coefficient for MAGIC gel varied approximately linearly with dose to 30 Gy in the 




Figure 6.7: From top to the bottom: Ultrasound frequency spectra for a) Reference (non-irradiated gel)  
signal amplitude, b) Sample (irradiated polymer gel) Signal amplitude and c) Attenuation. 
 
In this work, BUA values were obtained over a frequency range from 2.5 MHz 
to 6 MHz. Figure 6.8 shows an irradiated sample and reconstructed BUA map for 
one slice through one batch of gel, irradiated with a 2x2 cm square field at a specific 
dose of 30Gy. From the BUA map, it can be seen that the square shape of irradiated 
region could be depicted through BUA map reconstruction. The image reconstruction 
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the reconstructed BUA images, a consistent region of interest (located about the 




















                 (a)                                                          (b) 
 






The variation of the BUA values with the absorbed dose is shown in figure 6.9, 
noting that they show a dependence on radiation dose. From the graph, the linear 
dependence of BUA on radiation dose in the dose range of 5-30 Gy can be seen; 
however, further investigation is required on the dose dependency of BUA values at 
low doses. BUA values are measured as dB MHz
-1
. It should be noted that, although 
the BUA is dependent on the depth of the sample, since the sample depth is the same 
for all gel samples in this work, the effect of the thickness is not considered in our 
BUA analysis of PAGAT gel samples.   
 
ROI 
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Figure 6.9: Dose response (BUA vs Dose) for the PAGAT gel scanned using USCT. 
 
6.4 CONCLUSION 
BUA measurement using the USCT system was validated using Castor oil with 
known attenuation property.  
The positive dose dependency of BUA over a range of 2.5-6 MHz and the dose 
range of 0-30 Gy was observed. This increase in attenuation as a function of 
frequency, is consistent with our expectations, as polymerisation of gels cause 
changes in the density of gels, which contributes to increase ultrasound attenuation. 
BUA computed tomography has therefore been shown to have the potential for 
measurement of the dose response of PAGAT gel dosimeters. Further work is 
required to investigate the dose-response behaviour of BUA at various ranges of 
frequency. In this work linear relationship for BUA against dose can be seen in dose 
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6.5 WHAT IS NOVEL 
 This thesis is the first to report ultrasound frequency dependent 
attenuation in a gel dosimeter. BUA measurements of PAGAT gel 
dosimeters have been shown to be strongly dose dependent therefore, it 
can be considered as an alternative to TOF and attenuation 
measurements to evaluate absorbed dose in polymer gels. 
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Chapter 7: USCT Investigation of Radiation Field 
Complexity: Square, Wedge and 
Conformal 
7.1 INTRODUCTION  
To assess the feasibility of an imaging modality to evaluate polymer gels, 
generally two characteristics of the images must be taken into account: the 
qualitative accuracy including the geometric and structural accuracy and the 
quantitative accuracy including dose distribution accuracy. Qualitative accuracy 
check can be performed through qualitative comparison between planned isodose 
and distributed isodose curves and the quantitative accuracy can be performed 
through comparing measured and calculated dose distribution values. Therefore, it  
would be advantageous to check and validate both qualitative and quantitative dose 
distribution through investigation of polymer gel dosimeter, irradiated using 
conventional radiation oncology field and shapes (wedge, conformal, IMRT, Arc, 
etc...).  
The preceding investigations (Chapters 5 and 6) have demonstrated the 
potential of USCT to depict changes of ultrasonic parameters with delivered dose. 
This work is further extended to investigate the potential of the system to 
characterise more complex dose distributions within the polymer gels. The current 
work establishes a qualitative read-out of polymer gel dosimeters that have been 
irradiated to different field shapes and sizes from a simple to complex. These various 
radiation fields can be listed as: 1) simple square radiation field; 2) radiation 
modulated field using wedge; a step wedge as a device for radiation beam intensity 
modulation was used to alter the dose distribution of primary delivered and scattered 
photons by the Linac (Figure 7.2); and 3) a 5-field conformal radiation. One of the 
objectives of this work is to check the viability and limitations of the developed 
USCT to provide qualitative and quantitative dose distribution maps of irradiated 
polymer gel dosimeters.  
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7.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS   
7.2.1 Gel preparation  
A PAGAT gel was prepared [46]. The gel was then poured into cylindrical 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) containers. Gels were then stored at 4
◦
 C for 24 
hours.  
7.2.2 Gel irradiation 
The irradiation of the gels was performed 24 hours after gel manufacture. Each 
gel sample was irradiated to various radiation fields. The summary of the sample 
geometries and irradiation is tabulated in Table 7.1. It should be noted that, when 
larger gel samples (samples 2 & 3) were taken from the fridge, an indention was 




Table 7.1: Summary of investigations into the use of USCT to verify dose distribution. 
  
Identifier  Container 
dimensions 







6 cm height, 4 cm 
diameter 
 
12 cm height,6.5 cm 
diameter 
100 cm SSD, full 
scatter (water 
bath)90 cm SSD, 




, 600 MU (max 




, 5000 MU 
(max 46 Gy to surface 
of gel) 
sample 3 12 cm height.6.5 cm 
diameter 
100 cm SSD, no 
extra scatter 
5 field conformal 
radiotherapy plan, 4902 
MU (max 40 Gy to 
centre of gel) 
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Sample 1 was placed in a water tank and irradiated with a dose of 30 Gy at a 
maximum depth dose of 1.5 cm, 100 cm SSD and 2x2 cm
2
 field size using a Varian 
600 CD linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA) using a 6 MV 
photon beam at 600 MU/min. The gel sample after irradiation is shown in Figure 7.1. 
It should be noted that the sample was held by the robotic arm such that it was 
normal to the plane of the transducers; however the edge of the irradiated part was 




Figure 7.1: Sample 1 irradiation, by 2x2 cm2 field size at 30 Gy. 
 
 
The irradiation of sample 2 was performed while a wedge (made of Aluminium) was 
placed on the top of the gel container. The gel was then irradiated to 46 Gy at 90 cm 
SSD and 20x4.5 cm
2
 field size using 6 MV photon beam at 600 MU/min. 
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 Figure 7.2: Sample 2 irradiation, using Linac with wedge on top. 
 
 
The capability of the system to verify the dose distributed by a 5-field conformal 
treatment delivery plan (Figure 7.4 (a)), was further investigated. A five field 
treatment was planned, as shown in Figure 7.4 (a), with a prescribed dose of 8.0 Gy 
per each field. The five fields were conformal and shaped using the jaws and MLCs; 
being adjusted to irradiate a defined volume, as shown in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.3 
shows the defined volume of the gel to be irradiated, i.e., the planning target volume 
(PTV). The calculated isodose curves associated to the conformal plan in Figure 7.3, 
is shown in Figure 7.4(b).  
All irradiated gels were again refrigerated at 4
◦
 C for 24 hours before imaging; 
gels were then transferred to the ultrasound lab to be imaged using USCT. Received 
signals for 360 one degree projections were analysed, extracting the maximum 
amplitude of each. Signals were then normalised to the values taken for a non-
irradiated gel sample using the method explained in Chapter 4. The normalised 
values were then transformed into 2D slice images (attenuation map) using an in-
house code developed in MATLAB, using the filter back projection technique, along 
with the inverse Radon transform function in MATLAB. 
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Figure 7.4: (a) Treatment plan screen shot, and (b) Calculated Isodose distributions for the same 
conformal plan as (a).  
 
7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
Figure 7.5 shows the reconstructed attenuation map in a 64x64 pixel image, 
representing the distribution of attenuation coefficients in one slice through sample 1, 
irradiated with 2x2 cm
2
 field size to 30 Gy. From Figure 7.5, the capability of USCT 
to resolve the boundary between irradiated and unirradiated part of the gel can be 
seen in the reconstructed image and it can be seen that the USCT could successfully 
depict the square shape of irradiated part of the gel. The central square brighter 
region in the attenuation map represents the irradiated region of the phantom with the 
unirradiated region of the gel appearing darker with lower attenuation. As explained 
in Chapter 5, the brighter region next to the irradiated part (at the border of irradiated 
and unirradiated parts) in the attenuation map may be an artefact due to sudden 
changes in the acoustic impedance of irradiated and unirradiated regions [107]. 
Reflection at the boundary of irradiated and unirradiated regions caused transmitted 
signal loss and that is the reason the internal boundary between irradiated and 
unirradiated part appears brighter. Figure 7.6 shows a line profile of an attenuation 
map (Figure 7.5) taken across the direction (red line) shown in Figure 7.5. The edge 
between irradiated (polymerised) and unirradiated (unpolymerised) regions can be 
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clearly seen from the steep reduction in intensity values at the penumbra of the field 
(border of irradiated and unirradiated regions).   
 
  
Figure 7.5: Reconstructed attenuation map of sample 1 irradiated by 2x2 cm2 field size at 30 Gy 
(Figure 7.1). The red line shows the direction of the line profile (Figure 7.6)  
 
Figure 7.6: A line profile across the square field attenuation map (sample 1) 
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Figure 7.7 shows a very noisy image of sample 2 irradiated by a square 
radiation field while the wedge was placed of the top of the gel sample. Figure 7.8 
shows a line profile across the image; a gradual decrease in the dose response of the 
gel can be observed in the profile, along with a noisy fluctuation in the height. The 
USCT method has reliably detected the stepped variation in dose from one side of 
the gel to the other.  
 
 
Figure 7.7: Reconstructed attenuation map of one slice of irradiated sample 2 (irradiated with wedge 




Figure 7.8: Beam profile across the attenuation map shown in Figure 7.6. 
Wedge orientation 
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Figure 7.9 (a) shows the image of spatial distribution of ultrasound attenuation 
coefficients within the sample 3 irradiated by the field shown in Figure 7.4 (a). The 
region in the Figure 7.9(a), defined by black oval, corresponds to the region of the 
container walls where the indention occurred. Different colours in the reconstructed 
image correspond to different attenuation coefficients which relate to different 
amounts of absorbed dose within the gel. Although the indention effect caused 
geometrical distortion of dose distribution in neighbouring regions, regardless of 
these regions on the image, a comparison between dose distributions within the 
reconstructed image (Figure 7.9) and distributed dose in Figure 7.10 shows that the 
image reconstructed with USCT based system has the general shape of the real 
treatment plan although it is not consistent in terms of accuracy and contrast. Not all 
the isodose curves can be resolved in the reconstructed image; a dark region between 
two bright regions can be seen in the image. These artefacts occur in the image 
wherever a change in the impedance occurs. Therefore these artefacts may cause 
some information in neighbouring areas to be lost. Black lines on the image in Figure 
7.9 (a) are drawn to highlight the pathway of each individual external treatment 
beam.   
 
 





Figure 7.9: (a) USCT image of one slice of the irradiated sample 3 by 5-field conformal radiation 
therapy plan. Circles labelled 1, 2 and 3 were analysed for dose measurement quantitatively to 
compare isodose distributions with planned ones. The region highlighted with black oval, shows the 
indention in the wall of the gel container; (b) Contrast-enhanced image of Figure 7.8 (a). Black 












Figure 7.10: Conformal planned dose distribution. 
 
To investigate dose distributions quantitatively, the calibration relationship 
between the absorbed dose and the attenuation coefficient, obtained in Chapter 5, 
was used to convert the pixel values for three specified regions in the reconstructed 
attenuation map (Figure 7.9) to dose values. The calculated distributed dose over the 
regions numbered 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 7.9(a)) are 4.52 ± 1.22, 10.11 ± 1.86 and 20.20 
± 4.72 Gy respectively. Although this measurement couldn’t attain the true dose 
values, the trend in the dose reduction by moving away from the centre of the image 
agrees with the distributions of isodose regions (Figure 7.10). The region circled by 
the black contour in Figure 7.9 (b) shows the PTV that was supposed to receive the 
maximum radiation dose. Considering the colour bar next to the attenuation map, it 
can be seen that this region received a higher dose compared with the region 1 and 2 
which is in agreement with the corresponding regions in the conformal planned dose 
distribution (Figure 7.10). In contrast, this region shows less attenuation property 
compared with region labelled 3 and this is inconsistent with the treatment planned 
dose distribution, although the delivered dose is higher. The reason for this 
discrepancy can be explained based on the results presented in Chapter 5. In this 
conformal treatment plan, as it was designed, the superposition of five beams 
delivered from different directions resulted in a higher delivered dose to the centre of 
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the plan (about 40 Gy). Considering the dose response plot taken for attenuation in 
Chapter 5 (Figure 5.2), using USCT, a reduction in the dose response of PAGAT gel 
beyond 30 Gy was observed. Thus, the decrease observed in the attenuation 
coefficient in the central part of the USCT image of the five filed conformal plan can 
be justified. Overall, it can be seen that there is a degree of conformity between the 
planned treatment and what has been imaged by USCT. 
7.4 CONCLUSION 
As radiation therapy continues to increase in complexity, it is essential to have 
a 3D dosimeter along with sophisticated and easy-to-use imaging methods to verify 
that the correct dose delivery plan to the patient. In this study an USCT scanner was 
used to verify complex 3D dose distributions delivered by a Linac. All the results 
show that the USCT scanning method produces images that are qualitatively similar 
to the field with which the gels were irradiated. The USCT image of the complex 
radiation field (sample 3), shows the contours representing regions differ in absorbed 
dose appear to be well-defined, although some information is missed in-between. 
This imaging method is likely to be valuable for investigation of polymer gel 
dosimeter, although the qualitative and quantitative measurements need 
improvement. This improvement in USCT images may be performed through: 1) 
image artefacts reduction; 2) using different image reconstruction algorithm; and 3) 
using different gel formulation.  
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Chapter 8: Summary & Future Work 
This research work was primarily related to the development of a new 
quantitative ultrasound computed tomography system to readout polymer gel 
dosimeters. After introducing the research plans in Chapter 1, the use of 3D gel 
dosimeters for radiation dosimetry, including the range of available readout 
technologies were investigated in Chapter 2. Recent advancement in radiation 
therapy necessitates sophisticated dosimeters that enable 3D dose distribution 
measurement; gel dosimetry provides dose verification in 3D. Radio-sensitive gels 
are capable of providing information on 3D dose distribution delivered by external 
beam radiation therapy equipment. A reliable imaging method that is sensitive to the 
radiation dose induced changes in the gels and hence, provides the dose distribution. 
One of the major challenges in gel dosimetry has been availability of an effective 
method to extract the dose information from an irradiated gel. To date, MRI, Optical 
CT and X-ray CT imaging have been used to read out gel dosimeters; recording 
changes in relaxation times, optical attenuation and X-ray attenuation respectively. 
Despite the performance of each technique, they suffer from limitations. 
Consequently, an alternative system that is easy to use, and more cost-effective is 
required for radiation oncology centres that do not have routine access to optical CT 
and MRI imaging techniques. Recently, the potential of ultrasound to evaluate 
polymer gel dosimeter was introduced by Mather et al. [103, 104], where changes in 
acoustic properties of polymer gel following irradiation were reported. The current 
study involved development of a novel quantitative USCT system and an 
investigation of its feasibility for polymer gel dosimetry evaluation purposes.  
In this research work, the following aspects were studied to enable an 
assessment of a PAGAT gel dosimeter using the novel ultrasound computed 
tomography system.  
 Thorough investigation of the manufacture, use and interpretation of 
PAGAT gel and optimisation of PAGAT gel’s formulation for use in 
radiotherapy dosimetry along with optimisation of procedures for 
handling (irradiation, scanning and potentially re-using) PAGAT gel 
dosimeter.  
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 Development and optimisation of a novel 3D USCT system and 
assessment of the system’s spatial resolution.  
 Characterisation of PAGAT gel dosimeter using USCT through 
measurement of ultrasonic parameters of time of flight, attenuation 
coefficient and broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA).  
 Comparison of PAGAT gel measurements using two different imaging 
modalities; USCT and optical CT. 
 Evaluation of the use of the entire system (gel manufacture, irradiation 
and USCT readout) for radiation therapy dosimetry. 
8.1 THE PRINCIPAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FINDINGS 
Gel dosimeters enable dose verification in 3D. To date, several different 
formulations of polymer gel dosimeters have been investigated; among these, 
PAGAT gel was selected to be investigated in this work due to ease of manufacture 
and not being sensitive to free oxygen during manufacture process. A comprehensive 
study was conducted to optimise PAGAT gel formulation and also to explore some 
characteristics of PAGAT gels; the outcomes of these investigations are summarised 
as:  
1) Increasing the THPC concentration reduces the dose response, but 
leads to a gel which is less prone to small variations in THPC; an 
enhanced formulation for the PAGAT gel dosimeter was determined 
with 8 mM THPC in the gel mixture. 
2) The possibility of pre-irradiation storage of PAGAT gel without 
THPC in the mixture and adding THPC at the time of dosimetry was 
shown. 
3) PAGAT gels can be recycled after use by removing the previously 
polymerised regions and adding more anti-oxidant to the remaining 
part. All these investigations on PAGAT gels may assist with easier 
and quicker dosimetric procedures. 
A new ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) system using two 5 MHz 
transducer-arrays was developed. The system design is similar to the first generation 
of X-ray CT. Cross-sectional images of the test sample were reconstructed from the 
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received data from different projections. System modification was performed several 
times, resulting in a system spatial resolution of about 2 mm. The spatial resolution 
achievable using this developed system is improved, compared with the previously 
USCT setup designed for gel dosimeter evaluation [107].  
The potential of USCT as an alternative evaluation technique for assessing 
absorbed dose in polymer gel dosimeters was investigated. This investigation was 
performed through quantitative assessment of PAGAT polymer gel through 
measurement of ultrasonic TOF, attenuation and BUA, reporting the dependency of 
ultrasonic parameters on dose. A linear relationship was found between attenuation 
coefficient and TOF measurements versus dose up to 30 Gy. Results were in an 
agreement with the results previously reported by Mather et al. [121]. BUA 
measurements were also explored and found to be dose dependent; although further 
work is required to investigate the BUA dependency on dose at various dose ranges. 
Comparison of USCT and optical CT for PAGAT gel confirmed that both optical 
density measurements and ultrasound attenuation measurements proportionally 
increased with dose up to 12 Gy, and beyond up to 30 Gy for ultrasound. Therefore, 
it can be concluded the current novel UCST compared with optical CT exhibits the 
capability of measuring a larger dynamic range of absorbed dose.    
The feasibility of the USCT technique for dose verification in PAGAT polymer 
gel in clinical applications was further investigated. A simple radiation plan (2x2 cm
2 
radiation field), an intensity modulated plan using a wedge and a 5-field conformal 
radiation therapy plan were delivered to PAGAT gel dosimeters and the dose 
distributions readout using the novel USCT system. A comparison was made 
between the planned and measured dose distribution mapped using USCT, with 
agreement for a simple radiation delivery plan; however, lower agreement was 
observed between the planned and the measured dose for a complex plan. Qualitative 
comparison between the planned isodose distributions and the measured dose with 
USCT, especially between two contiguous isodose curves, indicated the geometrical 
misrepresentation in the USCT image of the conformal field. Therefore, the physical 
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Future proposed work can be categorised as:  
1) All artefacts in the USCT images must be thoroughly identified and 
characterised.  
2) The USCT scanning procedure and reconstruction protocol must be further 
investigated in order to identify, characterise and minimise image artefacts.   
3) The accuracy of dose response measurement using the USCT can be 
enhanced through elimination of the refractive artefact caused by the wall of 
the gel container. These artefacts prevent the full width of the gel phantom 
from being used for dose mapping. One temporary solution could be selecting 
a larger gel container compared to the delivered radiation field size. Signal 
losses at the container’s wall (phantom interface) can be investigated through 
use of gel-impedance matched container and propagation liquid (currently 
water) to minimise refraction; i.e., similar to what happens with Optical CT.  
4) Changes in the polymer gel composition may affect the dose response of the 
gel measured using USCT. Hence, better dose response could potentially be 
achieved through using different gel formulation. 
5) The factor of temperature should be considered as it might cause a significant 
difference in ultrasound attenuation and time of flight  (TOF) measurements. 
6) Simulating the gel dosimeter and calculating the dose distribution using 
Monte-Carlo methods provides a tool for the study and optimisation USCT 
analysis of polymer gel. In this way the Monte-Carlo simulation method is 
used to model the actual delivered radiation beam and predict distributed dose 
in polymer dosimetry gel. Simulated results can then be compared to 
experimental results to enhance the effectiveness of experiments.   
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Appendix 1 
 




















    for g=1:360;  
       for f=1:size(Three_dimensional_matrix_s1,1); 
            
[max_amplitude_As1(f),position_amplitude_t1(f)]=max(Three_dimensiona
l_matrix_s1(f,:,g));     
            
[max_amplitude_As2(f),position_amplitude_t2(f)]=max(Three_dimensiona
l_matrix_s2(f,:,g)); 
            
sinogram_att(f,g)=20*log(max_amplitude_As2(f)/max_amplitude_As1(f)); 
            sinogram_t(f,g)=position_amplitude_t1(f)-
position_amplitude_t2(f); 
               
        end 
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Appendix 2 























for g=1:360;  
       for f=1:size(Three_dimensional_matrix_s1,1); 
            
[max_amplitude_As1(f),position_amplitude_t1(f)]=max(Three_dimensiona
l_matrix_s1(f,:,g));     
            
[max_amplitude_As2(f),position_amplitude_t2(f)]=max(Three_dimensiona
l_matrix_s2(f,:,g)); 
            
sinogram_att(f,g)=20*log(max_amplitude_As2(f)/max_amplitude_As1(f)); 
        end 
end 
 









Fs=25*10^6; %Sampling frequency 
  
Len=2022; %length of the signal 
 
    k=15; %define the number of pixels either side of the edge to 
sample 
[x1,y1]=ginput; %use the mouse to select a point on the edge of the 
interface, ensure that the whole number pixel are selected 
  143 
    x1=round(x1);  
    y1=round(y1);  
 
    L=10; % define the number of row above and below the selected 
point to average the edge over   
       
    esf=zeros(1,(2*k+1));    % define a zero matrix for the edge 
spread function 
 
    for y=y1-L:y1+L; %populated  the edge spread function 
         
              esf=esf+att_map(y,x1-k:x1+k)/(2*L+1); 
    end 
 
    lsf=diff(esf); % differentiate the edge spread function to 
obtain a line spread function 
 
    mtf=abs(fft(lsf)); % take the fast Fourier transform of the line 
spread function to obtain the modulation transfer function 
 
    mtf=mtf/max(mtf); %normalise MTF 
     
    N=2^nextpow2(L); 
    deltaf=1/(psize*sin(0.2618)*(2*k));    %define the frequency 
step size  
             
    F=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,N/2); 
     
                                         
    figure, plot(f,mtf(1:k)); xlabel('cycles/mm'); ylabel('MTF');    
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Appendix 3 
%%                             BUA-MAP 
******************************************************************** 
Fs=25*10^6;       %SAMPLING FREQUENCY (NUMBER OF SAMPLES/SECOND)  
%T=1/Fs;            
%T=1/Fs; %PERIOD OR SAMPLING INTERVAL 
L=2022;           %LENGTH OF THE SIGNAL  






    Ref(:,:,a)=Reference((a+1):363:end,:);  %Reformed reference file 
end 
  
for e=1:361    
     




%% Generating frequency vector and apply window size 
   for i=1:size(Sam,3);  
 
     for j=1:size(Sam,1); 
        [Smax,S]=max(abs(Sam(j,:,i)));    %Deriving the position of 
maximum amplitude for each row of matrix; S returns the position and 
Smax returns the amplitude 
 
        lenSam = length(Sam(j,:,i)); 
        if (S <= 200) 
            Swindow_start = 1; 
            Swindow_end=512; 
        else 
            if (S>lenSam-312) 
  
                Swindow_start=lenSam-511; 
                Swindow_end=lenSam; 
            else 
                Swindow_start=(S-200); 
                Swindow_end=(S+312); 
            end 
        end 
   window_size=512; 
   NFFT=512; 
  AS(j,:,i)=2*abs(fft(Sam(Swindow_start:Swindow_end),NFFT)); 
ASS(j,:,i)=AS(j,1:NFFT/2+1,i); 
        [Rmax,R]=max(abs(Ref(j,:,i))  
        lenRef = length(Ref(j,:,i)); 
 
        if (R <= 200) 
            Rwindow_start = 1; 
            Rwindow_end=512; 
        else 
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            if (R>lenRef-312) 
                Rwindow_end=lenRef; 
                Rwindow_start=lenRef-511;   
            else 
                Rwindow_start=(R-200); 
                Rwindow_end=(R+312); 
            end 
        end 
AR(j,:,i)=2*abs(fft(Ref(Rwindow_start:Rwindow_end),NFFT          
ARR(j,:,i)=AR(j,1:NFFT/2+1,i 
ATT(j,:,i)=20*log10(ARR(j,:,i)'./ASS(j,:,i)'); 
    N=2^nextpow2(512);    % Next power of two returns the smallest 
power of two greater than or equal to length of the signal 
    F=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,N/2); 
%BUA measurement at selective frequency ranges 
           w1=find(F>2500000 & F<4000000); 
           NF1=F(w1); 
           z1=polyfit(NF1,ATT(j,w1,i),1); %finding the linear 
equation(att VS frequency)for each individual element at each 
projection 
           BUA1(j,i)=z1(1); 
 
           w2=find(F>2000000 & F<4000000); 
           NF2=F(w2); 
           z2=polyfit(NF2,ATT(j,w2,i),1); 
           BUA2(j,i)=z2(1); 
 
           w3=find(F>3000000 & F<4000000); 
           NF3=F(w3); 
           z3=polyfit(NF3,ATT(j,w3,i),1);  
           BUA3(j,i)=z3(1); 
 




       BUA_map1=iradon(BUA1,theta,'v5cubic','Hamming',64); 
       BUA_map2=iradon(BUA2,theta,'v5cubic','Hamming',64); 
       BUA_map3=iradon(BUA3,theta,'v5cubic','Hamming',64); 
       imshow(BUA_map1,'DisplayRange',[]),colorbar 
       imtool(BUA_map2,'DisplayRange',[]),colorbar;  
       imtool(BUA_map3,'DisplayRange',[]),colorbar;  
 
 
 
